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INT R O D U CTION 
"Transfer of information is an inseparable part of research and 
development. AJI those concerned with research and development 
-individual scientists and engineers, industrial and academic 
research establishments. technical societies, government agencies-­
must accept responsibility for the transfer of information in the 
same degree and spirit that they accept responsibility for research 
.00 development itself." (Weinberg, 1964.) 
Tire scientific information problem 
l .  The exponential growth of the literature of science and technology is a 
phenomenon which scientists have been living with for the past 300 years. I t  is 
in the nature of such growth that its effect is recognised only slowly. but when a 
critical point is reached its consequences can be overwhelming. In science 
infonnation this point has now been reached. To take but one field, chemistry, 
it  took well over two centuries for tIle fust million papers to be published, and 
over 30 years, from 1907 to 1938, for the first nulJion to be abstracted in Chemical 
Abstracts. \Vc are now at the st:1ge where one million papers have been abstr3cted 
in a five-year period-1962-1967-and before 1975 the point will have been 
rcached where one Irullion papers, equal to tlle output of Ule whole pre-war 
generation of chemists, will be published and abstracted in a single year. The 
first scientific serial began publication in 1665. Some 290 years later, in 1 956, 
the Science Museum Library was receiving 9,000 current scientific serials. 
\Vithin only a further 11  years the National Lending Library for Science and 
Technology (N.L.L.) was receiving over tbree times this number. The growth 
in the use of scientific literature is no less spectacular. Thus, for example, in 
1930 the number of loans by the Science Museum Library was 10,000. In 1967 
the N.L.L., which had taken over the national lending function of the Science 
Museum Library, lent well over balf-a-million items, a total exceeding that of 
all the loans by the Science Museum Library between 1 929 and 1947 (a period 
which itself saw the discovery of nuclear fission and its application for peaceful 
uses, enormous progress in antibiotics, developments in synthetic materials and 
great advances in all branches of science and technology). There are some signs 
that the rate of increase implied in these examples may not be maintained, but 
any flattening-out that may develop will be at a very high level indeed. 
2. It is rightly claimed that scientists themselves have it witl1in their power to 
curb trus flood to some extent by exercising greater ruscipline and restraint 
in the rush into print. But present day science and technology is a higllly Com­
petitive business and even in the university world, from which much of the vast 
output originates, "publish or perish" has long since turned from jest to near­
reality. 
3. But even if far more rigorous criteria were applied in determining what is 
publication-worthy (and there is ample evidence lhat an undesirable side-effect 
of this would be the suppression of unconventional and radically new ideas), the 
ever-increasing scale of worldwide scientific activity would ensure that the 
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residue was still so massive and growing so rapidJy as 10 present a barrier of the 
most formidable dimensions. The scientists who say that they can carry out 
research or keep up with the literature, but not both; that it is quicker and 
cheaper to carry out research again than to search the literature to find if it has 
been done already may represent an extreme point of view, but it is one which 
has too much validity for comfort. 
4. In this situation the role of librarians and information workers. as colleagues 
and aides of the "bench" scientists in their quest for information, is of crucial 
and ever-increasing importance. Maximum utilisation of information which is 
the end-product of the thousands of millions of pounds spent annually on 
research and development throughout the world is an obvious economic and 
social need, and the organisation and controlled dissemination of such infor­
mation must surely warrant very high priority. In the words of Lord Shackleton. 
"An integral part of national economic planning must consist of the development 
of systematic arrangements for the control and exploitation of the specialised 
knowledge generated by mankind." (Shackieton, 1964.) 
5. The sheer volume of the literature, though perhaps the major element i n  the 
scientific information problem, is not the only one. Paradoxically, the general 
trend towards increasing specialisation has been accompanied by the develop­
ment of new studies and new ways of looking at existing ones, which call 
increasingly for an inter-disciplinary approach and add thereby a further dimen­
sion to the problem facing the working scientist or technologist. To the solution 
of this problem, too, the scientific infonnatiou worker has a significant contri­
bution to offer: assisting the specialist to "get into" the literature of a fringe 
field, detecting the significance of work in one field for research being carried 
out in another, "seeing relevance i n  apparently unrelated facts" (as one of Our 
correspondents put it), these are activities which many believe to be amongst 
the most valuable of all the functions of the professional infonnation worker. 
The background to the present im'estigatioll 
6. [f the role of the information worker and special librarian is such a key one, 
then it is clearly of great importance that reliable information should be available 
about personnel working in these fields, and olle of the first projects undertaken 
by the Office for Scientific and Technical Inrormation (O.S.T.I.), after its 
creation in 1965, was a national survey of staff employed on scientific and 
technical information work (Edwards, 1 966). This sun'ey revealed estimated 
future needs ror trained personnel greatly i n  excess of the numbers expected to 
be forthcoming; it also revealed many gaps in the provision of educational and 
training facilities for workers in these fields, an absence of firm information 011 
what the content of such education and training should be at the various levels 
required and the need for an integrated educational and training policy to meet 
the present and future needs of scientific and technological library and infor­
mation work. 
7. It was against this background that the Office for Scientific and Technical 
Information placed a contract with the University of Sheffield Postgraduate 
School of Librarianship and Information Science to make a study, over 
an
.
1 8-month period, of the fonn and content of educational and training re­
qUirements for work at all levels in scientific and technological libraries and 




8. In carrying out this investigation we have tried to take the fullest possible 
account of the views and experience of those concerned with this field. whether 
as practitioners or educationists. We sent questionnaires to every university 
librarian in  the country, to professors in all pure and applied science departments 
iD U.K. universities, to the heads of all U.K. Schools of Librarianship, to Chief 
Librarians of all cities with Public Technical Libraries, to selected Technical 
College librarians, to the information officers or librarians of all United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority establishments, the Commonwealth Agricultural 
Bureaux and the Research Associations. In the case of industrial libraries we 
felt it  unreasonable to send out a questionnaire so soon after that sent out for 
the O.S.T.l. survey, but we had access to the material gathered in connection 
with that survey, which we gratefully acknowledge. We invited written observa­
tions on general and specific aspects of our enquiry from I ndustrial Liaison 
Officers (supplemented in  some C:lses by their visiting Sheffield), from Aslib and 
Library Association groups, branches and sections, from the Institute of Infor­
mation Scientists, from the participants (approximately 1 50) in the 1966 Institute 
of Information Scientists' Second Conference, from the relevant National 
libraries, from selected government laboratories, Ministry of Technology 
Regional Offices, selected government libraries and Research Stations. We also 
sent letters inviting observations on the subject of our enquiry to the editors of 
24 professional librariansltip and infonnation journals in various parts of the 
world and 29 leading journals and newspapers which circulate in the manage­
ment, industrial and other relevant fields. I n addition, \Ve made direct approaches 
to a considerable number of leading figures in the information and special library 
field, inviting their written observations: in  several cases these were supplemcnted 
by personal visits and inteniews. \Ve invited "feed-back" infonnation from all 
science graduatcs who had passed through our 0\\ n course at Sheffield. As wcll 
as contacting the U.K. Schools of Librarianship, \\c \\ rote to nearly 100 leading 
schools of library and infonnation science in 1 7  different countries, ask.ing for 
IOformation about their courses; the replies and material which they sent werc 
supplemented by a ,ery extensive search of the relevant literature. 
9. Many prominent workers in  the infonnation and special library field have 
visited Sheffield for discussions, including several from overseas. \Vc ourselves 
havc visited nearly 100 libraries and information units, schools of librarianship 
and information science, and other institutions, in  the U.K., U.S.A., Canada, 
the Nctherlands and Sweden. \Ve have also. through our association with thc 
International Conference on Education for Scientific Infonnation \Vork, held 
in London under International Federation for Documentation (F.I.D.) auspices 
10 April 1967, had the opportunity to meet workers in  the field frolll many other 
parts of the world and to hear about thcir activities, plans and problems. We 
would commend the proceedings of this conference (F.I.D., 1967) to all with:l1  
interest in  the field of scientific information work. Had circumstances pennittcd. 
we would have wished to carry out many more visits than we did. but during the 
course of the investigation we were carrying out our nonnal duties at the Post­
graduate School of Librarianship and Infonnation Science, \\hich set a limit to 
the time available for visits and, indecd. other aspects of the investigation. 
10. In  all, we have been in  touch with well over 1 ,000 individuals and organisa­
tions, and we cannot over-emphasise the benefit which we gained from the 
accumulated experience and wisdom which so very many people have freely 
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contributed to our enquiry. To all or those who have been kind enough to help 
us in this way we extend OUT sincere thanks. We are also most grateful to the 
small steering committee made up of Mr. A. P. 1. Edwards, Mr. F. Liebesny 
and Mr. D. T. Richnell, which met three times during the progress of this investi­
gation; their experience and advice, at significant stages in our investigation, 
were of the greatest benefit. Our Sheffield colleagues, particularly Mr. G. R. 
Pendrill, have also made many valuable suggestions, which are very gratefully 
acknowledged. 
1 1 . To derive firm conclusions from evidence and information received from so 
many different sources is not easy. and in some instances opposing viewpoints 
are quite impossible to reconcile. In the last analysis, what we report must 
represent our own views, but we have tried to weigh and take fuB account of all 
the infommtion we have received. and to the extent tbat we have been successful 
in doing this our report reflects and is supported by the views of the profession 
at large. 
Terminology 
1 2. There is still no general agreement about the meaning of many of the 
commonest terms used in  scientific and technological library and information 
work. Even "librarian" and "information scientist" mean different things to 
different people, so that their respective roles are extremely difficult to define. 
It is sometimes said, for example, tbat the librarian is the person who organises 
the material which the information scientist uses, and it is certainly possible to 
envisage a spectrum of activity .... ith the librarian at the one extreme and the 
infomlation scientist at the other. But there is a very extensive middle band, 
where the distinction becomes blurred and their functions overlap and inter­
mingle: there are many librarians who, in addition to organising their libraries 
for use, are expected to carry out literature searches and evaluate what they 
find. and many information scientists whose involvement with the literature is 
not restricted to its use but also requires some concern with its organisation. 
Tndeed, we have been urged during this enquiry, time and again, to stress the 
unity and interdependence of library and information work and the artificiality 
of any attempt at rigid separation. 
1 3. In tbe area of education and training we found variation in the emphasis 
placed on the different segments of the spectrum: some would emphasise the 
one extreme, some the other, while yet others might take the view that something 
is needed of both. The intention of most is frequently clouded by terminological 
difficulties. While acknowledging the near-impossibility of precision, we have 
tried, in writing this report, to be as consistent as possible in our use of important 
tenns. When we refer to infonnation scientists we normally mean corporate 
members of the Institute of Information Scientists, though occasionally we have 
to mention infonnation science in a more generalised sense (as in Para. 201). 
To save the wearisome repetition of "scientific and technological library and 
infonnation work" (or worker) we have, for convenience, used the expression 
"science infonnation" to include both library and information work. In all 
cases, we hope that our meaning will be clear from the context. 
The organisation of this report 
14. The primary objective of our investigation has been to make recommenda­
tions about the content, form and organisation of education and training for 
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science information work. As an essential basis for such recommendations we 
felt the need for as much information as possible about the work itself, the 
personnel at present engaged in it, the nature and level of the various tasks being 
carried out by them and the likely pattern of future developments. 
IS. From this requirement has followed. quite logically. lhe division of the 
report into two parts: Part I, comprising an analysis of characteristics of science 
information personnel and a survey of the principal types of unit which they 
serve; and Part 1 1 ,  which translates the pattern of activities and needs reveaJed 
in Part I into terms of education and training. 
16. Our efforts to find out the relevant information about the different sorts of 
unit described in Part J met with varying degrees of success, and it is principally 
for this reason that some types of unit have been dealt with at greater length 
than others. The length and fullness of treatment of the various sections is 
certainly not intended to reflect the relative importance of the types of unit 
described. Since much of the information about present practices and needs 
which emerged from our survey could be of value to those concerned with the 
planning and presentation of courses, it has seemed worthwhile to include in 
Part I all that seems relevant, even though it is not always as full as we might 
wish. 
17. In Part 11 we have commenced by identifying the categories of work required 
in the science information field and have given general consideration to the 
levels and content of courses appropriate to these categories. 
18. \Ve have followed with a chapter on courses, in which different types of 
course are examined in some detail. In this section consideration is also given 
to the use of one particular type of course-the short course-as a route to 
professional qualification. 
19. A separate chapter is then devoted to the institutions which carry the main 
responsibility for professional education in this country, the schools of librarian· 
ship and infonnation science. The distinctive features of the unlversity�based 
courses and qualifications are considered, and this is followed by a section 
devoted to the non·univcrsity schools. Since the latter are the schools which 
have the responsibility of teaching to the Library Association's syllabuses, it was 
thought appropriate to conclude this section by a fairly detailed examination of 
these syllabuses in so far as they are relevant to science information work. 
20. In the final chapter of Part 1 1 ,  three particular problems-Practical experi. 
ence, Supply of teachers and Foreign language competence-are brought together 
for special consideration. The report concludes with a summary of points 




THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENCE INFORMATION 
PERSONNEL AND THE WORK CARRJED OUT 
BY THEM 
CHAPTER I 
Science information staff characteristics 
21 .  In this chapter we have endeavoured to analyse and identify characteristics 
of science information personnel wruch seem to be particularly relevant to our 
enquiry. The O.S.T.1. Survey (Edwards. 1 966) has produced valuable data on 
this subject, and in the sections which follow we have used many of its figures, 
often re-interpreting them and analysing them in greater depth from the view­
point of our own investigation. 
22. The knowledge required by staff for the library and information units 
covered by this investigation is of two kinds: 
(i) scientific or technological subject knowledge 
(ii) professional knowledge. 
23. In 1965, of 1,906 staff engaged in science information work in the U.K. 
(Edwards. 1966) 278 ( 1 4·6 per cent) had at least a second-class honours degree 
in science or engineering. 586 (30-8 per cent) had at least a first degree in science 
or engineering, 7 1 6  (37-6 per cent) had at least a first degree in science or engin­
eering or were members of a scientific or engineering professional institution, 
777 (40·8 per cent) had at least a Higher National Certificate (HNC) or Diploma 
(HNO) in science or engineering and 922 (48·5 per cent) had at least passed in a 
science subject at the Advanced (A) level in tJle General Certificate of Education 
(G.C.E.) examinations. 
24. In the same survey 369 (19-4 per cent) staff possessed the recognised qualifi­
cations of the Library Association, obtained by examination, and J 75 (9-2 per 
cent) the recognised qualifications of the Institute of 1nfonnation Scientists, 
obtained by examination and/or experience. 
25_ The figures show that a professional qualification was held by a smaUer 
proportion of the staff than that holding at least a first degree in science or 
engIneering. 
26. The value attached to a professional qualification can be assessed to some 
extent by the proportion of professionally qualified staff at various educational 
levels in science and in arts. We found that at all educational levels the proportion 
of professionally qualified scientists was lower than that of professionally qualified 
staff with an arts education. The highest proportions of professionally qualified. 
staff were among those with A-level arts education (42·9 per cent), followed by 
G.C.E. Ordinary (0) level arts (40·2 per cent). O-Ievel science (39·7 per cent). 
graduates with at least a second-class honours degree in arts (34-3 per cent), 
A-level science (29'7 per cent), graduates with other degrees in arts (29-6 per cent), 
graduates with other degrees in science or engineering (25·4 per cent), members 
of professional science or engineering institutions (23·8 per cent), graduates with 
at least a second-class honours degree in science or engineering (18·0 per cent) 
and scientists and engineers with H NC/HND qualifications (also 18-0 per cent). 
27. The preferred professional qualification of staff with an arts education was 
almost exclusively that of the Library Association; the preference of scientists 
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qualification; the qualification of the Institute of Information Scientists was 
predominant at HNC/HND level and also at science or engineering degree level 
and above. * Members of professional scientific and engineering institutions 
split their preferences almost evenly between the Library Association and 
Lnstitute of Information Scientists qualifications (Figure 1). 
28. Graduates (and equivalent). Of the 777 scientists and engineers at and above 
HNC/HND level only 22 per cent were professionally qualified, compared with 
32·5 per cent of the arts graduates. Of these 777. 17·7 per cent were qualified 
information scientists and 4·3 per cent qualified librarians. Of the 218 arts 
graduates the proportions of qualified infonnation scientists and qualified. 
librarians were 2·3 per cent and 30·2 per cent respectively. It is worth noting 
that a significantly higher proportion of the arts graduates held a second-class 
honours degree or better and. in complete contrast to the science or engineering 
graduates, the proportion of professionally qualified arts graduates is higher 
among those with academically better degrees; among science and engineering 
graduates there is a marked fall in the proportion with professional qualifications, 
from 25·4 per cent in the case of those below the "good" degree level to 18·0 
per cent in the case of those with "good" degrees. The latter level is equal to 
tbat reached by tbe HNCfHND group and just below tbat of the members of 
professional science or engineering institutions. 
29. These figures suggest that the need for professional qualifications, in addition 
to academic, is more generally recognised by arts graduates, and particularly 
good arts graduates, than by scientists and engineers. Another possibility may 
be that professional qualifications arc not considered appropriate or of value 
for the work actually being carried out. To compare the situation in science 
information with that in other fields, we estimated the proportion of science, 
engineering and technology graduates who became members of scientific or 
professional engineering institutions in recent years, in order to be able to judge 
what a unormal" percentage of professionally qualified science, technology and 
engineering graduates might be. This figure is about 40 per cent for physics 
and chemistry graduates and higher for engineers and technologists. The pro­
portion of professionally Qualified science, engineering and technology graduates 
in science information work therefore appears to be low, even though the 
Institute of lnformation Scientists is prepared to admit graduates to its corporate 
membership 011 the basis of recognised experience only. 
30. Professionally qualified nOlI-graduates. For the purposes of tills section 'Ae 
intend to regard as non-graduates all scientists and engineers below HNC/HND 
level and all arts staff below degree level. 
31. Of the 911 non-graduate staff, 270 (29·7 per cent) had a Library Association 
qualification, 33 (3'6 per cent) had an Institute of Infonnation Scientists qualifi­
cation and the remainder, 608 (66'7 per cent), no qualification. The proportion 
of A-level arts staff with a Library Association qualification (39·7 per cent) was 
almost double the corresponding figure for A-level science staff (20·7 per cent). 
At Q-Ievel the proportions were roughly equal (39'2 per cent arts, 37·3 per cent 
science). On the other hand, the proportion of A-level science staff with an 
Institute of Information Scientists quali.fication (9·0 per cent) was almost three 
• It should be noted that the Jnstitute of Information Scientists normally requires 
a degree or its equivalent before admission to its corporate membership. 
1 0  
times the corresponding figure ror A-level arts staff (3·2 per cent), nnd at O-Ievel 
more than double (2·4 per cent and I per cent respectively). 
32. From these figures it appears that certainly at O-Ievel, and very probably 
also at A-level, scientific subject knowledge is considerably less important than 
professional knowledge. 
33. Comparison with U.S.A. For the purpose of this comparison scientists and 
engineers with at least an HNC/HND qualification, qualified members of the 
Library Association and qualified members of the Institute of Information 
Scientists are regarded as graduate equivalent. 
34. Table I shows that in the U.K. only a marginally smaller proportion of 
graduates (and equivalent) 3rc qualified in librarianship or information science 
thaD in the U.S.A. (41·9 per cent as against 47·3 per cent in the U.S.A.). 
35. The results also indicate that in the U.K. a higher proportion of those not 
qualified in librarianship or information science are scientists or engineers rather 
than arts (or social science) graduates. in a ratio of 4 to I in the U.K., as against 
3 to 2 in the U.SA (Table I). 
TABLB 1 
QUAUFlCAnONS OP GRADUATE (OR EQUlYALENT) STAfP 
U.K.- U.S.A. 
Total % Total % 
I. Science/engineering only · • • 607 46·8 560 33·3 
2. Arts ooly . • · • · t47 11 . 3 327 19·4 
3. Librarianship. . • · · 369 28·4 787 46·8 
4. Infonnation science. · · · 175 13·5 9 0·5 
Graduate or equivalent • · · t,298j 100·0 1,683 100·0 
• Individuals possessing both a graduate le\el (or higher) subject or academic Qualification 
and a recogn1sed proressional Qualification (F.L.A., A.L.A., F.I.W.Sc., M.Llnf.Sc., 
A.l.lnr.Sc.) \\ere counted in  groups 3 and 4 only. 
t See paragraph 33. 
Sources: Edwards (1966), Battcllc (1966). 
36. or the 3,040 science inrorrnalion staff surveyed by Edwards (1966) over 
ODe-haIr (58 per cent) were employed in industry (including the United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority) and nationalised industries. commerce and related 
profit-making organisations; almost one-quarter were employed in government 
establishments or local government; just over one-tenth in non-profit organisa­
tions such as research associations, professional institutions and learned societies; 
and only one in fourteen in educational institutions, such as universities, colleges 
or advanced technology and technical colleges, (Table 2). 
37. The distribution of 200 members of the Institute of Information Scientists 
(iDcluding six student members) in rull-time employment (Campbell, 1965) 
shows a distribution remarkably similar to that of all science information stafT, 
ex.cept that information scientists are under-represented in educational illstitu-
11 
tions (:ce 4 per cent compared with 7 per cent) and more heavily represented In 
industry and commerce (68 per cent compared with 58 per cent). 
38. On the other hand, the distribution of 10,054 members of the Library 
Association (including non-chartered librarians) (Liaison, 1967) shows the heavy 
public library bias among the membersrup; two-thirds of the members are 
employed in public libraries as compared with onJy one in fourteen in industry, 
commerce and non-profit-making organisations. Nevertheless, because of the 
large membership nearly twice as many librarians as information scientists are 
employed in industry, commerce and non-profit-making organisations. 
39. Table 2 shows that in comparison with the U.S.A. a higher proportion or 
science infonnation staff is employed in industry in the U.K. (58 per cent 
compared with 43 per cent), but lower proportions in non-profit organisations 
(I J per cent compared with 16 per cent) and educational institutions (7 per cent 
compared with J 6 per cent). 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ScIENCE INFORMATION STAff AND PERCENTAGE ExPENorrURE ON R & D BY 




tions · · • 
Non-profit organisa-
tions · • • 
Industry and com-
mcrce · • · 
Other · • · 




Numberl I % of total 1 
210S 7 
6986 23 





% of total Science information 
R&D staff 
c),pendi-
ture' Number] % of total 
7 310 16 
25 438 23 
2 295 16 
66 788 43 
- 45 2 
100 1,876 100 
1 Edwards (1966): includes staff at all le\'els and both full- and part-time. 
t Cmnd. 3007: refers to performance in 1964/65. 










, Battelle (1966): includes graduates and non-graduates in graduate equivalent posts 10 
full-time employment (approximately 15 per cent sample). 
, O.E.C.O. (1963), p. 83: refers to R & 0 performance in 1960/61. 
• Uni\ersities, Colleges of Advanced Technology, Technical Colleges. 
• Government, local government, international organisations (includes defence, civil 
research and research councils). 
l Professional institutions, research or development associations. 
• Private and nationalised industry, trade associations, private consultants. 
40. Table 2 also compares the distribution of science information staff with 
scientific Research and Development (R & D) expenditure in the main types or 
employment. 
41. In the U.K. there is very close agreement between science infonnation staff 
and scientific R & D expenditure in educational institutions, government 
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organisations and in non-profit organisations and industry and commerce 
treated as one group. 
42. On the other hand, in the U.S.A. industry and commerce and non-profit 
organisations account for 59 per cent of science infonnation staff, but as much 
as 77 per cent of scientific R & 0 expenditure. It is not clear why th.is should 
be so, and further study might be useful. 
43. Distribution and rates of growth of science information staff by industry. 
Keeping in mind the close link between R & 0 expenditure and science infor­
mation staff (paragraph 40), further, more detailed analysis was carried out 
(Table 3). 
TABLE 3 
OlSTRlBunON OF SCIENCE INfORMATION STAFF BY INOUSTRIAL CLASSifiCATION 
(IN MANUfACTURING PRTVATE Ir..OUSlRY) 
A as a 
A B C percenlage 
of B 
Food, drink, tobacco · · · 127 1,015 1,309 1 2· 5 
Chemicals and allied industries • 816 6,914 8,299 1 1 ·  8 
Metal manufacture • • • 189 461 2,172 4 1 ·  6 
Engineering and eleetrical goods · 415  4,597 15,797 9 ·  I 
Vehicles, aircraft, sh..ipbuilding. 
other metal goods • · • 142 841 5,247 16·9 
Textiles. clolhing. • · · 56 913 1,498 6· I 
Other manufactures · · · 133 J ,533 2,802 8 · 7 
Total . · · • 1,878 16,274 37,124 -
A,erage . · · · - - - 1 1 '  5 
A = information staff (graduate and equivalent and technical supporting). 
B = scientists in R & D. 
C = B + engineers and technologists in R & O. 
Sources: Cmnd. 3103, p. 63, and Ed\\ards ( 1966). 
A as a 
percentage 
of C 
9 · 7 
9 · 8  
8 · 7  
2·6 
2 · 7  
3 · 7  
4 ·  7 
-
5 ·0 
44. Treating industry and commerce and its supporting non.profit organisations 
as one grouP. we obtained a further breakdown of science information staff (A) 
by industrial classification and compared these figures with the numbers of 
scientists (B), and scientists + technologists + engineers (C). 
45. Taking the ratios A/B and A/C. that is. the "density" of science information 
staff in relation to successively ,,�der groups of R & 0 staff, we fmd that A/B 
varies from 6'1 per cent to 41·6 per cent (average 11·5 per cent) and AIC from 
2·6 per cent to 9·8 per cent (average 5·0 per cent). 
46. The ratio AIC shows the number of science inrormation workers per 100 
scientists. technologists and engineers in R & 0 to be on average five, which 
may be compared with the figure of two infonnation/library staff per 100 persons 
served. revealed in a survey carried out in 1958 (ASLlB, 1960). There appears. 
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therefore, to have been a considerable improvement i n  science information 
staffing. 
47. We tabulated (Table 4) the annual percentage rates of growth of scientists 
in industry (a), scientists + technologists + engineers in industry (fJ), tbe 
corresponding growths in R & D (y) and (8) respectively, and growth in science 
infonnation staff (E:). In all cases the rate of growtb of science information staff 
was greater than the rate of growth of scientists in R & D, and in all but two 
cases (metal manufacture and other manufactures) it  was greater than the rate 
of growth of scientists + technologists + engineers i n  R & D. 
TABLE! 4 
ANNUAL RA1E OP GROWTH IN E\1PLOYMENT ( %  p.a.) 1'1 PR1VA1E MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRY 
.' po y' 
% • • • • 
All private manufacturing industry · 6·9 4·  5 4·  7 
Food, drink, tob:l.cco · • · · 1 3 ·  5 1 5·0 1 . 5 
Chemic.:als and allied industries · · 3 · 4  3 · 3  4 · 8  
Metal manufacture · · · · 1 · 9  5 ·  6 - 1 ' 3 
Engineering and electrical goods · · 13 ·0 4· 2 
Vehicles, aircraft, shipbuildmg and other 
metal goods . · · · · 4 · 3  o· 8 
Textiles. clothing. · • · · 8 ·0 3 ·0 
Other manufactures · · · · 6 · 3  1 1  . 1 
a: = scienllSIS in industry. 
f3 - scicnlists, engmeers and technologists in industry. 
y = scientists in R & O. 
S = scientists, engineers and technologists in R & O. 
6· 3 
1 . 3 
6 ' 5  
4· 8 
� = information starT (graduatcs and Icchnical supporling). 
Average number of staff increases in brackets . 
Average 
annum 
8' .t sclcnce 
"/. • •• I • information 
staff increase 
, , • 
4·  8 10·0 (143'0) 
3 · 5 1 5 · 0  ( 1 2 ' 6) 
4· 7  1 1  · 3 (67'2) 
1 0 · 2  7 · 0  (10' 8) 
5 · 4  8 · 8  (28, 6) 
1 · 9  9 · 4  (10'2) 
3 · 6  7·4 (3-4) 
10· 8 9·9  (10·0) 
• Growth rate calculated from Slaft mcrease 1962-1 965 (Cmnd. 3103, p. 63). 
t Growth rate calculated from slafJ increase 1960-1965 (Edwards, 1966). 
48. In two cases (engineering and electrical goods and textiles and clothing) the 
rate of growth of science information staff was exceeded by that of the scientists 
i n  the indu�try as a whole, and in another ("other" manufactures) by Ibat of 
the scientists + technologists + engineers in the industry as a whole. 
49. The science infonnation staff growth rates of the two industries with the 
highest ratio of science information staff to scientists + technologists + 
engineers in R & D (food, drink, tobacco and chemicals) were higher than the 
growth rates i n  otJlcr industries, and noticeably lligher than the growth rate of 
tbe engineering and electrical goods industry (8'8 per cent), which has the 
poorest science infonnation staff ratio (2·6 per cent). 
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CHAPTER 2 
The principal types of  scientific and technological Libraries and information units 
(A) T H E  I N D U STRIAL G R O U P  
50. In the 1965 O.S.T.1. Survey (Edwards, 1 966) replies giving details of staff 
qualifications were received from 594 science information units, of which 373 
were in private and nationalised industry. Of these, 388 and 253 respectively 
were in existence in 1960 and reported staff totals for tJ131 year as well. 
51. The total full-time staff in all tlle units reporting was 2,505 in 1 965 and 1,532 
in 1960; in the industrial units alone the totals were 1,452 in 1965 and 909 in 
1960. 
I INDUSTR I A L  UNITS 
52. On analysing the distribution of the units by number of full-time science 
infonnation staff in each unit it was found that of the 373 units, just over onc­
third were onc-man units, slightly over one-half had a staff not greater than two, 
almost four-fifths had a staff of not more tllan four and nine-tenths il staff of 
not more than eight. The one-tenth comprising the larger units had staffs ranging 
from nine to 43. 
53. Analysis of the proportion of the total full-time science infonnation staff in 
industrial units who were employed in units up to a givcn staff size showed that 
the onc-man units accounted for only 9·3 per cent of all full-time staff, units 
with staff not greater than two for 19'7 per cent, not over four for 40·8 per ccnt 
and not over eight for 58·7 per cent. Thus, 4 1 ·3 per cent of the staff in all the 
industrial units were concentrated in the larger units, i.e. those which comprised 
onc-tenth of the total of all units. 
54. Science, technology and engineering graduates in industrial units. A total of 
274 science, technology and engineering graduates were employed in the 373 
industrial units. The distribution of these graduates among units of various 
sizes is largely independent of the size of units, but is very closely related to the 
distribution of all science infornlation staff among these units; the "density" of 
these graduates is nearly constant. Thus, for instance, tlle "density" of these 
graduates in the onc-man units is 18·2 per cent of all the full-time staff, 16·9 
per cent in two-man units, 18·2 per cent in three- to fou.r-man units, 15·0 per 
cent in five- to eight-man units and 22·4 per cent in units with nine to 43 staff. 
The "density" for all industrial units taken together is 19·2 per cent. 
55. Of these 274 graduates 8·8 per cent are in onc-man units, 17·9 per cent arc 
in units with staff not greater than two, 39·8 per cent are in units with staff not 
greater than four and 5 1 ·g per cent in units with staff not greater than eight. 
One-tenth of all industrial unjts, i.e. those with staffs of nine to 43, accounted 
for 48·2 per cent of these graduates. 
56. The proportion of "good" graduates (first and second class honours) 
among these graduates is lowest in the one-man units, being 29·2 per cent, and 
highest in  the nine- to 43-man units with 51·5 per cent. The proportion in the 
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two-man units is 44·0 per cent, in three- lo four-man units 38·2 per cent and in 
five- to eight-man units 42·0 per cent. 
57. Chartered librarians. There are 1 1 7  chartered librarians among the 1 .452 
fuJl-time science infonnation staff in the 373 industrial units. The "density" of 
librarians averages only 8·1 per cent of all staff, and decreases from 1 5·9 per cent 
in one-man units to 5·9 per cent in the largest units with staffs of nine to 43. 
58. Information scientists. There were amongst the full-time stafT 95 members 
of the Institute of lnformation Scientists in the industrial units, and the average 
"density" was 6·5 per cent. The "density" does not appear to be significantly 
related to the size of the units. 
59. Regional l'ariatiQfts. We also looked for regional variations in the staffing 
of science information units and found that for this purpose the United Kingdom 
could be divided into two main regions: London and South East, and other 
areas. 
60. The London and South East region contained 41 ·5 per cent of the industrial 
units, 46·5 per cent of the stafT, 34·2 per cent of the chartered librarians, 44·7 per 
cent of the HNC/HND scientists and engineers, 51·6 per cent of the infonnation 
scientists, 53·6 per cent of the "good" honours science, technology and engineer­
ing graduates and as much as 58·0 per cent of all the science, technology and 
engineering graduates. On the other hand, the London and South East region 
contained only about 1 8·8 per cent of the country's population and 19·1 per 
cent of its industrial employees; its industry accounted for just 21 per cent of 
the industrial output (value) of the U.K. 
61 .  The "density" , in relation to total science infonnation staff, of science, 
technology and engineering graduates in industrial science information units 
was 24·2 per cent in the London and South East region, but only 1 5·0 per cent 
for all "other" areas; t.h.is may be due, in part at least, to the concentration of 
head offices in London and the South East. There is evidence that the lower 
"density" in the "other" areas is not caused by a better provision for supporting 
staff for the graduates. but by the recruitment of relatively small number� of 
graduates into science infonnatioll work. To bring the "other" areas up to the 
1965 standard of the London and South East region, their graduate stafT comple­
ments would have had to be increased by no less than 62 per cent, that is, from 
1 1 5  to 1 86 science, technology and engineering graduates. For the average size 
of each unit also to be brought up to the London and South East region standard. 
then the increase required would have been 95 per cent, that is, from 1 1 5 to 224 
science, technology and engineering graduates. 
62. In this connection, it is worth noting that no such massive concentration of 
science information manpower exists in the U.S.A., where their geographical 
distribution follows very closely that of the scientists in R & 0 and fairly 
closely that of the population as a whole. 
63. Analysis of the data on "good" honours science, technology and engineering 
graduates in science infonnation work shows that where employers in the 
"other" areas of the U.K. are wil ing and able to recruit graduates, they are 
more successful in recruiting "good" graduates than units in the London and 
South East region. The proportion of "good" graduates in "other" areas is 
49·5 per cent, that in the London and South East region 41·5 per cent and the 
proportion in "other" areas is higher than in the London and South East 
region for every si'Ze of unit; this is particularly pronounced for onc-man units 
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(44·4 per cent compared with 20·0 per cent) and two-man Wlits (47·6 per cent 
compared with 25·0 per cent). 
64. The "density" of members of the Institute of Information Scientists is 
marginally higher in the London and South East region, 1·5 per cent compared 
with 6·0 per cent in "other" areas. but that of chartered librarians is lower aL 
6·1 per cent compared with 10·0 per cent in "other" areas. Whilst the distribution 
of Institute of Information Scientists members among units of differing size 
shows no marked trend, "density" of chartered librarians in the London and 
South East region falls from 13·7 per cent in one-man U11.its to 4·2 per cent in 
units with nine to 43 staff; in "other" areas the decrease in "density" of chartered 
librarians is  not so clear-cut, but the density is as high as 17·3 per cent for OIlC­
man units and 7·9 per cent for units between nine and 43 staff. 
THE U N I T E D  K I N G D O M  ATOMIC E N E R G Y  A U T H O R I T Y ,  T H E  RESEA R C H  
ASSOCIATIONS A N D  T H E  C O M M O N W E A L T H  A G R I C U L T U R A L  D U R E A  U X  
65. As stated earlier (paragraph 8) we did not consider it practicable to approach. 
industrial units again with a long questionnaire after the brief interval which 
had elapsed since the O.S.TJ. Survey. and we therefore sent out questionnaires 
to heads of units in the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (U.K.A.E.A.), 
Research Associations (R.A.'s) and Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux 
(C.A.B.'s), in the expectation of obtdining a wide spectrum of views on education 
and training requirements against a background of staff details. 
66. The three groups represent three different functions of infonnation units: 
the U.K.A.E.A. units serve principally their own R & D and industrial pro­
duction establishments, the R.A. units serve their own research establishments 
as well as their respective industries. and the C.A.B.'s serve agricuJtural R & D 
on a world-wide basis, mainly by means of publisbed abstracts. surveys and 
reviews. Both the U.K.A.E.A. and the R.A. units were, on average, not too 
untypical of the large industrial units, except that the former had rather greater 
representation of professional librarians ;  and the latter, particularly in the 
smaller R.A. units (full-time science information staffs of between three and 
eight), tended to have a greater representation of science, technology and 
engineering graduates and equivalent staff. The C.A.B. units were distinct both 
in their size (over 90 per cent with staffs of nine or more) and the very high 
proportion of science graduates (on average, about onc-half of the staff of the 
unit). They also reflected in the staffing the considerable stress laid on sources 
of information in foreign languages. 
67. Whilst these units corresponded in size to the larger industrial units, which 
account for only 10-20 per cent of all industrial units, it shouJd be remembered 
that these are just the units in which the great majority of staff are concentrated 
(paragraph 53). The fact that questionnaires were not sent to the smaller 
industrial units does not imply that their views have been neglected, and we 
would refer back to paragraph 8 for a description of the coverage of our survey. 
68. Of a total of 69 questionnaires sent out, 37 (53·6 per cent) were returned. 
On the basis of these replies. the number and qualifications of the science 
information staff employed by the U.K.A.E.A., the R.A.'s and the c.A.B.'s are 
shown in Tables 5 and 6. 
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TABLE 5 
UBRARlANSHIP AND iNFORMATION SCU!NCB QUAUflCATlONS OP STAFP 
U.K.A.E.A. R.A. C.A.B. 
Un- UD- Un-
Quali- quali- Total Quali- quali- Total Quali- quali- Total 





lent) _ · 5 16 2 1  8 67 75 - 45 45 
23 ·8:¥. 76-2% 100% 10-7% 89-3% 100% - 100% 100% 
Arts 
graduates _ 3 I 4 - 16 16 I 18  19 
75-0% 25 -0% 100% - 100% 100% 5 -3 % 94-7% 100% 
Non-
graduates _ 1 3  29t 42 15  l 04t 1 1 9  5 22t 27 
30'9% 69- 1 %t 100% 12-6% 87'4%t 100% 18 -5 % 81 ' 5 %t 100% 
Total _ · 21 46 67 23 187 210 6 85 91 
A\'cragc · 3 1 ' 3% 68-7 % 100% 10-9% 89- 1 % 100% 6-6% 93-4% 100% 
t Due to variation in the interpretation of the questionnaires some replies included 
clerical staff in these totals and some did not. Table 6, therefore, omits this non-graduate 
category_ 
TABLE 6 
GRADUATe (AND GRADUATE EQUIVALENT) AND PROfessiONAL STAFF 
U.K.A.E.A. RA CAB. 
% % % 
Number of total Number of Iota I Number of total 
Science/engineering 
graduates (or equivalent) 21  55· 3 75 70·7 45 65 ·2  
Arts graduates _ · · 4 10·5 16 15 ·2  19 27· 5 
Professional only · · 1 3  34-2 15 14· I 5 7· 3 
Total . · · 38 100-0 106 100·0 69 100·0 
69_ The composition of staff in the three groups was found to vary to some 
extent with the different requirements of the work_ Estimates were obtained of 
the proportion of work requiring knowledge of different types and at different 
levels. These are analysed in Table 7_ 
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TABLE 7 
SUBJECT AND PROF2SSIONAL KNOWLEDGE: % OF TOTAL WORK 
&:ien�/ Professional 
onglOoel inS librarian/ 
graduate A-Iovel information Other M iscellanoous 
(or equivalent) SCience scientist 
% % % % % 
U.K.A.E.A. 19·2 9·  5 15 ·9  55·4 -
RA . • 32·5 8 · 5  19· 5 36·4 J ' I  (languages and other) 
CAB. . 41 ·9 1 ·2 19·4 28· I 9'4 (languages) 
70. As wiLl be seen, the proportion of work requiring graduate level scientific 
knowledge was more than twice as large in C.A.B.'s as in U.K.A.E.A., with the 
R.A.'s occupying an intennediate position, while the cstimated proportion of 
work calling for A-Ievcl scientific knowledge decreased from 9·5 per cent in 
U.K.A.E.A. and 8·5 per cent in the R.A.'s to a negligible 1·2 per cent in the 
C.A.B.'s. 
71. The estimated proportion of work requjring professional knowledge 
remained almost constant at about one-fifth or onc-sixth of the total work, 
although, as is shown latcr, when considering course requirements, the content 
of this knowledge varies considerably between these three groups of units. 
"Other work"l that is, work requiring neither professional nor subject know­
ledge, accounted for a significant proportion in all three groups, particularly in 
the U.K.A.E.A., where it was over half of the total. 
72. A particular type of subject knowledge, of relatively minor importance in 
U.K.A.E.A. and the R.A.'s, is knowledge or Iangnages. In the CA. B.'s, however, 
it  accounted for as much as 9'4 per cent of all tJ1C work. The imporlance of 
language requirements suggests that certain arts graduates are found useful in 
C.A.B.'s and, to some extent, in R.A.'s, for their subject (languagcs) knowledge. 
We found that whilst in U.K.A.E.A. 10·5 per cent were arts graduates (and 
three out of four are also professionally qualified), the figure for R.A.'s was 
15·2 per cent (none professionally qualified) and for CA.B.'s 27·5 per cent (with 
only one in 19 professionally qualified) (Table 6). 
73. Qualifies Gild qualifications required. Evidence on desirable qualities and 
qualifications for staff at various educational levels was provided by heads of 
library and information services. 
74. At all levels personality, professional library or information science qualifi­
cations and subject knowledge were included among the top four qualifications; 
a knowledge of languages was included in the top four qualifications in all cases 
but one. Practical research experience rated fourth or fifth place for graduates 
and A-level scientists. 
75. Whilst there was close agreement on the principal desirable qualification at 
all educational levels and i n  all three groups, there were differences in the 
ranking. 
76. Personality was the most highly rated qualification at all levcls in U. K.A. E.A. 







QUAUTlES AND QUAUFJCATIONS REQUIRED (S-point scale)· 
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R.A. . • 4 ' 1  
C.A.B. · 3 · 1  
U.K.A.E.A. 4·4 
R.A. . · 3 · 3 
C.A.B. · 3·8 
U.K.A.E.A. 4· 2 
R.A. . · 3 · 0  
C.A.B. · 3 · 2  
Graduate · 3 ·9 
A-level · 3 · 8 
O-Icvcl · 3 · 5  
-
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2 · 7 2·7 2 ·  6 l '  7 
3 ·  6 2 · 1  1 ·9 l '  9 
4·  3 2· 1 1 . 5 1 ·2 
2·2 2 · 6  l '  7 
2 · 7  1 . 7 1 · 6 1 ·  5 
4 ·  3 2 · 3  2·0 1 ·0  
l '  8 1 - 4  1 . 2 1 ·2 
1 · 8 0·6 0 · 6  0 · 6  
2 · 7  1 . 5 1 · 0  1 ·0 
3 · 5  2·2 2· 1 1 . 5 
3·  1 1 . 5 1 · 4  1 . 3 






2 ' 6  
l '  8 
1 ·2 
2 · 2  
1 . 2 
1 · 3  
1 ' 4  
0·6 
1 . 5 
2 ·  1 
l '  2 
1 . 3 
• On this scale five may be takeD as indicating an essential quali6cation and zero an 
irrelevant or totally unimportant one. 
C.A.B.'s and R.A.'s at graduate level, second at all levels in U.K.A.E.A. and at 
A- and O-Ievels in R.A.'s ; languages were rated first in C.A.B.'s at both graduate 
and A-levels, and professional library or infonnation science qualifications 
came second at A-levels in U.K.A.E.A. and C.A.B.'s. Professional qualifications 
rated equal with or lower than subject knowledge at all levels in U.K.A.E.A. 
and R.A.'s and at graduate level in c.A.B.'s. Languages rated higher than 
professional qualifications in C.A.B. 's at graduate and A-level, and in R.A. 's at 
graduate and O-level; and equal or higher than subject knowledge at all levels 
in C.A.B.'s, and at O-Ievel in R.A.'s. 
77. Courses. A pronounced preference was shown for a scientific infonnation 
work course rather than a traditional librarianship or a mixed course (Table 9), 
but there was only partial agreement on the relative importance of subjects 
which such a course should include (Table 10). 
78. On the matter of detailed content of courses for scientific information work, 
aU responding heads of units included as very important or important scientific 
and technical reference work, and over 80 per cent in each group also included 
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TABLE 9 
EOUCA'lION AND TRAINING PREFERENCES 
Traditional Scientific 
Librarianship information \\-ork Mi'(ture Neither 
% I % % 0, '0 
U.K.A. E. A. 25·0 50·0 25·0 0·0 
R.A . .  . 14 ·8  59·3 14·8  I I . I 
CA.B. . 12· 5  37·5 12· 5 37·5 
the three subjects of abstracting, editing, cataloguing and classifying (conveo4 
tional) ; agreement above the 60 per cent level further included the six subjects 
of general reference work, preparation of critical reviews of the literature, non4 
conventional indexing and classification, information systems analysis, infor­
mation systems design and library and infonnation service mechanisation. Thus, 
at the 80 per cent level there was agreement about the inclusion of four subjects 
(out of 1 7  listed) and at the 60 per cent level agreement on 1 0  subjects (Table 10). 
TABLE 10 
PE:RCENTAGE OF RESPONDINO LIBRARy/INFORMATION SERVICE HEADS RATINO TilE FOLLOWING 
SUBJECTS fOR INCLUSION IN COURSES FOR SCIENCE INFORMATION WORK ,\5 "VERY IMPORTANT" 
OR " IMPORTANT" 
Subject 
1 .  Science/technical reference work • 
2. Patent hterature searching . 
3. Economic and trade reference work 
4. General reference , .. ork 
5, Abstracting • 
6. Preparation of critical reviews 
7. EdItorial work and preparmg information 
bulletins • 
8. NOIl-conventional indexing and classification 
9. Conventional cataloguing and classification 
10. Collection building (printcd) 
1 1 .  Collection building (oon-cooventional 
matenal) . 
12. Information systems analysis 
n. Information systems design 
14. Library/information service mcchanisation 
15. Exhibition \\ork • 
16. Conference work 
17. Committee work 
2 1  
IITST--4* 
U.K.A.E.A. RA CAB. 
100·0 100·0 100 0 
100·0 78·3 25·0 
75·0 65·2 0·0 
87·5 69·6 75·0 
87·5 100·0 100·0 
62'5 87·0 87·5 
100·0 91 · 3  100·0 
75·0 87·0 75·0 
100·0 87·0 87·5 
87·5 73 9 50·0 
75 0 69 6 37·5 
100 0 60 8 62· 5  
100 0 69 6 87·5 
100 0 73 9 87·5 
62·5 26· I 0·0 
37·5 43· 5 12 ·5  
62·5 43·5 12 '5  
TABLE 1 1  
"VERY lMPORTANT" SUBJECT RANKING (IN % OF RESPONSES) 
U.K.A.E.A. % R.A. I % CAB. % 
-
I Science/technical Science/technical Science/technical 
reference work · 87·5 reference work · 82·7 reference work · 87·5 
Abstracting . · 87·5 
-
2 Editorial work and Abstracting . · 74·0 
preparmg infor-
mation bulletins . 75·0 
-
3 Abstracting · · 62· 5  Editorial work and Editorial work and 
preparing infor- preparmg infor-
mation bulletins 56·5 mat ion bulletins 62·5 
Library/information Non-conventional 
servIce mcchanisa- indexing and 
tion . • · 62· 5  classification · 62· 5 
4 1 Critical reviews · 47· 8 
5 Conventional cat- Non-c.onventional Conventional cat-
aloguingand class. 50·0 indexing and aloguing and 
classification 43 · 5  classification · 50·0 
Non-c.on ycn tiona I 
mdcltmg and class. 50·0 
Inrormation systems 
design · · 50·0 
79. The seven subjects on which there was little agreement were patents literature, 
which was held to be important in U.K.A.E.A. and R.A.'s (as was economic and 
trade rererence work), coUection building (printed material), collection building 
(non-conventional material), committee work and exhibition work (held im­
portant in U.K.A.E.A.), and conrerence work, which was rated as or some 
importance, particularly in R.A.'s (Table 10). 
(B) T H E  E D U CA T I O N A L  G R O U P  
T H E  UNIV ERSITY LIBRARIES· 
80. Until recently there has been little or no scope in British university libraries 
ror the specialised application or scientific or technological skills and qualifi­
cations. Traditionally. these libraries have offered virtually no direct rererence 
or inronnation service, partly rrom a belier that such services constitute un­
desirable spoon-reeding, but principally, perhaps, because or limitations imposed 
by minimal staffs, barely adequate to carry out the basic runctions or acquiring 
and processing books and journals and providing a machinery ror lending them . 
• The substance of this section formed the basis of a paper presented by the authors 
at thc lDternational Conference on Education for Scientific Information Work, which 
took place in London in April 1967 (F.LD., 1 967). 
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The situation is changing, however. With general university expansion, library 
staffs are increasing, and recent trends-particularly the move towards organising 
university libraries on a subject specialisation basis-indicate that many univer­
sity libraries are aspiring towards special library standards of service in some 
areas of their activities at least. This trend is welcome, not only for the direct 
benefit it will bring to the university population, but for the influence it should 
have on successive generations of students, who will go out into many walks of 
life. including industry. with an awareness of what a good library and information 
service can offer and an expectation of similar facilities within their own 
organisations. 
81 .  To obtain a finner impression of the significance of this trend, and its 
implications for professional education, a letter \\as sent to all university 
librarians (including those of the new universities and the fanner Colleges of 
Advanced Technology), asking specific questions aboul the present and proposed 
future use of science and tcchnology graduates in university libraries, and 
inviting observations on the provision of specialised library and information 
services for science and technology departments. Thirty-seven (72·5 per cent) of 
the 5 1  libraries approached replied, and between them they provide a picture 
not only of the present position and future aspirations, but of general altitudes 
in university library circles towards this very important maller of specialised 
services for science and technology departments. 
82. The extension of presellt services. The first question on which wc invited 
observations fead "If staff and resources pennitted, would you wish to extend 
the services offered to science and technology departments by your library, 
perhaps along the lines or the better industrial libraries and infomlation 
services?" Twenty-si>. out of 37 librarians replied affimlatively. At the same time 
many also pointed out that there were important differences betwecn the needs of 
university and industrial research and that the range of uni\'crsity scientific and 
technological departments precluded the depth of service that can be offered i n  
an industrial library or infonnation service, which usually operates within the 
known boundaries of a comparatively narrow field. This may cease to be such a 
significant factor, however, if university expansion brings with it any considerable 
trend towards branch or similar types of library specialising in a few related 
topiCS. 
83. Librarians were asked to give examples of the fonns which such extended 
services might take. They were not provided with a list of suggested possibil ities, 
but were left to produce their own ideas. In this way it \\as hoped to stimulate 
more positive thinking than might otherwise have been the case. It also follows 
that failure by a librarian to mention a particular service does not necessarily 
imply that it has been considered and rejected. Wiul these considerations in 
mind. the list of services given in Table 1 2, which shows in each case the number 
of librarians who suggested them, is impressive evidence of changing attitudes. 
84. The use of science alld technology graduates. 1n the university conte�t. the 
graduate staff are the group of primary significance from the point of view of 
our enquiry. \Ve asked university librarians how many science and technology 
graduates are on their staffs at present, the duties assigned to such graduates 
and how, idcally, the librarians would like to use them. Many librarians com­
mented on the difficulty of recruiting scicnce and technology graduates, though 
the total or 45 is perhaps unexpectedly high and is probably about 1 5  per cent 
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TABU 12 
The positive provision of an information service 14· 
The provision of a current awareness service . J 1 
Assistance with literature searching 9 
Links with national information services, C.g. MEDLARS . 8 
Provision of information bullctins 7 
Specialisod indexing . 











• or the 14, five would restrict the service to slafT and postgraduates. 
t Three of the rour .... ere new universities. 
of all graduate staff in the libraries in question. Twenty-seven of the 45 are doing 
work directly relevant to their subject qualifications, such as staffing science 
libraries (16) or acting as subject specialists (8), while the others appear to be 
engaged in general library duties such as cataloguing or acquisitions. The 
principal ways in Wllich the 37 librarians would like, ideally, to employ their 
science graduates arc shown in Table 13.  
TABLE 13  
Instructing readers in the use of scicntific libraries and 
literature 27 
Book selection . 25 
Oassificalion of scientific literature • 20 
Reader services . • 17  
Preparation of specialised bibliographies and guides to 
the literature . 1 6  
Liaison \\ Ilh science and technology departments . 14 
85. Professional education requirements. A request to assess the importance to 
university librarianship of various branches of education ror scientific infor­
mation work produced the replies shown in Table 14, which can usefully be 
considered along with Tables 12 and 13.  
86. To complete this part of the enquiry librarians were asked if  they would like 
science and technology gradu:ltes joining their staffs to have followed a special­
ised course in scientific infonnation work or to have received a more traditional 
type of professional education. It is significant that only four  preferred the 
specialised course and nine the traditional, \\rule 23 chose neither and expressed 




important Important Unimportant 
CoUection building · · · · 21 10 S 
Literature searching techniques · · 2S lO I 
Classification for informatioo retrioval · I7  13  6 
Indexing . · · · · • S 1 7  I S  
Abstracting · · · - 9 27 . · • 
Literature analysis and preparation of 
ovaluatlve reviews of research · · 3 8 26 
Preparation of infonnation bulletins aDd 
similar editorial wal k .  · · 3 17 16 
·Systcms analysis · · · • • 1 1  I 3  12 
·Systems design • · • · • lO IS  I I  
·Library mechanisation · · · · 21 14 2 
• It was quite rightly pointed out by more than one librarian that these are aspects or 
library management rather than scientific information v.ork, but they ha\c a certain 
relevance to thIS enquiry for, as several librarians Indicated, they v.ould expect to 
consult their science and technology graduates on mechanLsatlon matters. 
and traditional librarianship. Most of the science and technology graduates at 
present in university library work are likely to have received a traditional type 
of professional education. These graduates may well be amongst those for whom 
short courses on specialised aspects of scientific infonnation work will be 
appropriate. 
87. Examination of Tables 12-14 shows that there should be scope in university 
libraries of tbe future for activities which lip to now have been largely confined 
to special libraries and infomlation services, so that science and technology 
graduates joining the staffs of university libraries in the future can reasonably 
expect to use their subject qualifications in a direct and purposeful way. This 
more than any other consideration (including salary) is likely to influence 
recruiting and bring into university libraries the good science and technology 
graduates they so badly need. 
88. As a sign of new attitudes, the interest shown in such highly specialised 
activities as current awareness services and the production of infonnation 
bulletins is, perhaps, particularly significant. A number of librarians were even 
showing a distinct interest in the possibilities of selective clissemination of 
information. 
89. Of equal significance for professional education is the prominence given in 
Tables 1 2-14 to a whole group of activities which required a specialised know­
ledge of the literature of science and technology, the guides and keys to this 
literature and specialised sources of infonnation. The need to improve and 
extend instruction in the effective use of libraries and scientific literature received 
great stress, and many librarians would have liked to offer quite substantial 
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courses of this sort, both for postgraduate and undergraduate students. Several 
librarians, too, made reference to the increasing comple,uty and sophistication 
of bibliographical tools and techniques and would have liked to offer their users 
assistance with literature searches. They also recognised that the search strategies 
and methodologies which are needed to get the most from a library's own 
resources would have their counterpart at a higher level, and many librarians 
looked to a future in which computer-based national and international services, 
such as M EO L A  RS, would require skilled i ntenncdiaries on the staffs of individual 
libraries. Tables 12-14 also show the importance attached to the science 
graduate'S role in stock building. in book selection and in the preparation of 
bibliographies and guides to the literature, all of which underline still further 
the importance of a thorough grounding in the literature and bibliography of 
science and technology and in other sources of information. Teachers of library 
and information science are well aware of the difficulties which this part of the 
professional curriculum presents, and there is certainly no simple answer. 
Approaches which attempt to demonstrate a methodology are amongst the 
most promising, and the "flow-chart" approach to reference work with which 
F. S. Stych has experimented at the University of Sheffield (Stych, 1 966) is one 
which should commend itself to science graduates, not only as a method of 
learning, but as a method of teaching which they themselves might well use 
when they are called upon to assist with courses of instruction for their own 
library users. 
90. The need for a sound background in classification is clearly revealed in 
Tables 1 3  and 14 and was more predictable than the not inconsiderable im· 
partance attached to indexing (Tables 1 2  and 1 4). On the other hand, several 
librarians wrOle at some length against the need for university libraries to 
produce abstracts, and there was a very positive feeling that literature analysis 
and the preparation of evaluative reviews of research are not only unwanted but 
unwarranted in a university library situation. The great interest shown by several 
librarians in the provision of translation services foreshadows important 
developments in an area in which recent studies suggest there is need for con­
siderable concern. 
9 1 .  The belief in Ihe need to include scientific infommtion work in the pro· 
fessional education of science and technology graduates entering university 
librarianship was expressed by many librarians and is amply borne out by 
Tables 12-14. One very important aspect of this is the need to plan for 3 future 
in which compulers will play an increasingly important part. The availability of 
large computers to university libraries will offer possibilities for implementing 
new ideas on aims. methods and procedures in university libraries, possibilities 
which will call for considerable research and development in information 
technology and science. University libraries wili have increasingly to take account 
of such facilities as commercially available data and information services on 
magnetic tape and computer·aided programmed learning. Work such as that of 
Kessler at Massachusetts Tnstitute of Technology (Kessler, 1965) foreshadows a 
situation in which researchers will be able to search the l iterature by operating 
consoles in their own offices. Such developments are clearly of profound long 
tcnn significance for university libraries, and there is every reason to expect that 
technological advance will go still further. The university library of the future 
will certainly require, from some of its staff at lea t, advanced skills in the 
science information field. 
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92. The case for an adequate background in  traditional librarianship is equally 
strong. if only. as several librarians pointed out, to ensure that the science and 
technology specialists are not a community within a community and havt; 
adequate long-term prospects of reaching the senior positions in  university 
l ibraries. Even some of the specialised duties envisaged for them could not be 
carried out effectively without the sound background knowledge of university 
objectives, organisation and procedures that would be included in  a good, 
integrated, professional education. This applies, for example, to such duties as 
representing the library on science and technology Faculty Boards and also to 
the extremely important development envisaged by many librarians, and already 
beginning to get under way. by which science and technology graduates on the 
library staff will act as library liaison officers with individual science and tech­
nology departments and groups of departments. Above all. perhaps, one must 
keep in mind the great and highly desirable increase in recent years in the move­
ment of staff between different branches of l ibrary and infonnation work : a 
course of professional education should recognise and facilitate such mobility. 
T H E  T E C H NICAL COLLEGE L I B R A R I E S  
93. The technical college libraries make up a vcry large grouP. serving institu­
tions which range from colleges with little or no advanced work to institutions 
designated as polytechnics. in  which much of the work may be at university 
level. To generalise about library provision for this group as a whole would be 
neither feasible nor profitable. What is certain is that considerable and badly 
needed improvements have taken place in  recent years. that there is still a long 
way to go and tJ1at ill view of the very large numbers who receive their scientific 
and technological training in  technical colleges of one sort or another. the 
potential importance of their libraries is very greal indeed. 
94. In considering this group, then, we have concerned ourselves only with 
designated polytechnics and colleges known to be giving instruction in the use 
of libraries. Of the 36 institutions to which we sent a questionnaire, 18  replied, 
14  of them being colleges which are to be included in polytechnic institutions. 
Our "sample" is therefore heavily biased towards large and active colleges, the 
ones most likely to be setting the standards to which others will aspire in the 
years ahead. 
95. Composition of the present staffs of technical colleges libraries. The 1 8  
libraries concerned had 102 staff between them, WitJ1 qualifications as shown in 
Table 1 5. 
96. Table 1 5  shows a marked similarity to that for the public technical libraries 
(see paragraph 1 28), with a heavy preponderance of staff holding either a pro­
fessional qualification only or an arts degree plus a professional qualification. 
As in  the public technical libraries. only a very small number of staff held 
science or technology qualifications. Five held science or technology degrees, 
two had HNC/HND or membership of a professional institution :l.I1d five had 
science A-levels :  a total of 1 2  out of 102. or 1 1 ·8 per cent. 
97. Library sefl'ices ill technical colleges. Librarians were asked to give details 
of any special services they were providing in addition to their normal functions. 
The services most frequently mentioned are listed in  Table 16. 
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TABU!. 15 
Professional librarianship qualifications only 
Professional librarianship qualification plus arts degree . 




P,ofes.sionaJ librarianship qualification plus science or tech-
nology degree . 3 
Professional librarianship qualification plus A-level science 3 
A-level (non-science) only . 3 
Science or technology degree only 2 
HNC/HND or membership of a professional institution 2 
A-le"'el science onJy . 2 
Trainees and general assistants • 31 
Total 102 
TABLE 1 6  
Instruction in the use of libraries (for ncw students) • 15  
Provision of accessions lists 8 
Specialised instruction in the literature of a student's subject 7 
Pro\lsion of reading lists ::md subject bibliographies 6 
Publication of an information bulletin 





98. Other services, provided by one or two colleges, included indexing of papers 
in periodicals and the extension of library services to local industry. 
99. Extension of present library serl'ices. All 1 7  librarians who replied to the 
question on this subject would have liked to extend the services at present 
offered to college and olltside users, if staff and other resources pennitted. 
Twelve of them specifically mentioned services to outside users, such as the 
libraries of selected finns (rather than individuals), and one suggested the 
provision of an infonnation bulletin to local firms on 11 subscription basis. 
100. Some of the replies to a question on how librarians ,""ould like to use 
science graduates, if more became available, throw further light on the form 
which future extensions of service might take. Tablc 1 7  is a list of desired services, 
giving in each case the number of librarians who suggested them. 
101 .  This shows considerable common ground with the university library 
situation. The emphasis on teaching the use of literature and the library (which 




Instruction of users in their subject literature 
Book selection . 
Staff ilaJson 
General assistance to readers (including industry) 
Current a"areness bulletin 
Abstracting 






Preparation of bibliographies and guides to the literature 
Translating 
Assistance with literature searching • 













positive approach to the library's role in higher education which already ex.ists 
in many technical colleges. Though specialised, more advanced instruction in 
the student's subject field is at present being given in only a few subjects (most 
frequently chemistry, at the request of the teaching staff concerned), it seems 
clear that given the appropriate resources of specialised library staff, this sort 
of activity would be taken much further. 
102. Professional education for technical college library work. As with the 
university library enquiry, librarians were asked whether they would prefer 
science or technology graduates joining their staffs to have had a specialised 
course in scientific infonnation work or a more traditional type of education 
for librarianship. Eight favoured a traditional course, four a specialised, three 
preferred a mixture of both and three stated that either would be acceptable. A 
number of replies implied that for adnunistrative posts i n  libraries, traditional 
librarianship training would be required. In their views on traditional versus 
other types of professional education, technical college librarians were in very 
close agreement with librarians i n  the public technical l ibraries, perhaps reflecting 
their own educational and training background to a greater extent than the 
needs of their particular sector of scientific and technological library and 
infonnation work. Thus, the traditional type of course was preferred by 45 per 
cent of the technic..1l college library respondents and 50 per cent of those i n  
public technical libraries, but by only 25·5 per cent in universities, 25 per cent 
in U. K.A.E.A., I S  per cent in Research Associations and 1 2·5 per cent i n  
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux. 
103. The importance of various subjects in courses or professional training was 
assessed as shown i n  Table 18. 
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ETST-S' 
TABLE 1 8  
Vcry 
Subject important Important Unimportant 
Collection building (printed material) • 15 2 -
Collection building (non--conventionaJ) • 7 8 2 
General reference work 10 7 -· · · • 
Science and technology rererence \\ork · 15 2 -
Patents literature searching · · · I 7 9 
Teaching the use of libraries 10 7 -· · · 
Teaching the use of other sources or infor· 
4 12 I mation · · · · · · 
Conventional cataloguing and classification 10 7 -
Non·conventional indexing and classifica· 
tlon . · • · · · · 8 8 I 
Abstracting · · · · - 10 7 • · 
Preparation or critical reVIC\\S or the 
literature · · · · · · I 9 7 
Edllorial \\OIk and the production of infor· 
mation bulletrns . · · · · 7 9 I 
Library mechanisation · · · • 4 13 -
AdditiOns to this list by indh'idual librarians were library planning and administration 
(four times). leacher training (twice), hbrary management (once) and 0 & M (once). 
1 04. Qualities and qualifications required for ltork ill fechnical college libraries. 
Librarians ¥lere asked to assess the importance of a number of factors for 
success iD technical college library work by marking each item on a 5·poiDt 
scale (5 = essential, 0 = irrelevant or totally unimportant). The results, iD 
order of importance, are shown in Table 19. 
TABLE 19 
Personality 
Profes.sional librarianship or information qualifications. 
Subject knowledge 





3 ·  I 
2· 8 
Teaching experience . 2·2 
Practical experience in research. development, production or 
management. 1 · 7S 
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105. Factors influencing recruiting. Librarians were also asked to list the factors 
which, in their view, \\ould favourably influence recruitment of science and 
technology graduates into library and infonnation work. 
106. First came "better salaries" ( 1 0  out of 1 6). Higber "stalus' (7 oul of 1 6) 
and "more publicity" (7 out of 16) were considered to be the factors next i n  
importance. There was a general belief that not enough infonnation was given 
to either graduates or school-leavers about the work involved in running a 
library. the career prospects or the more exciting developments in  the field of 
library mechanisation. Five replies suggested that recruitment of scientists would 
be encouraged if the l ibrary services could be developed further and more infor­
mation work included, and four librarians specifically mentioned the need for 
opportunities for research. The provision of more staff to relieve the librarian 
of routine duties, partkularly at clerical level, was also mentioned by four 
librarians. 
107. Short courses. Librarians were asked if they felt U\C need for short courses 
on specific topics. Thirteen expressed a need for such courses, and only onc 
stated that sufficient short courses were already available. The topic most 
frequently suggested was computer applications (four times), with systems 
analysis, literature searching and indexing each being mentioned twice. Other 
suggestions included micro-reproduction techniques, teaching methods, patent 
l iterature and the literature of subjects taught by the college. 
108. Although most librarians were prepared to release staff for short courses, 
this was difficult under present staffing conditions. Onc librarian said he was 
unable to release staff because "any absence created a SL:1.te of emergency". 
Fourteen librarians were prepared to release sL:1.ff to attend courses and two 
were not; these two, however, stated that this was due to shortage of staff. Nine 
librarians would be prepared to release staff for short three-day courses, five 
for day-release and three for full-time courses. 
1 09. Conclusions. Present trends in higher education make it  plain that con­
siderable progress can be expected in colleges of technology during the years 
ahead. In  some of the larger institutions the advent of Council for National 
Academic Awards (C.N.A.A.) courses and the general increase in advanced 
work, to which reference has already been made, will present their libraries with 
problems and opportunities similar in many respects to those of the universities. 
1 10. General tendencies towards expansion, and the development of improved 
services, are likely to be reinforced by progress and change in particular fields 
of study. There is a continual increase in  the "sophistication" of research, 
development and production, and a need for flex.ible and adaptable engineers 
and technologists at all levels of industry. The role which the college library staff 
must play is important, for scientific and technical literature and sources of 
information will be needed by the engineer long after his lecture notes have 
become dated. This means that library staff of sufficient quality and i n  sufficient 
numbers must be available to provide the teaching staff with the services they 
require, to fulfil the teaching function of the library and to provide students 
with their full  range of requirements. 
I l l . It has been suggested to us by a number of Industrial Liaison Office;;rs that 
college libraries, perhaps in  association with the Industrial Liaison Officer, 
industrial l ibraries and the public technical library, would be suitable centres 
for short intensive courses on aspects of scientific and technological information 
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problems of interest to local industry and commerce and, in  panicuJar, on 
aspects of commercial/technical information. This, again, implies a competent, 
well-qualified l ibrary staff wruch is itself up-to-date and close to the user. 
1 1 2. Developments in technical college libraries, as in  the universities and public 
technical l ibraries, point to the need for more qualified staff providing improved 
levels of service. There is clearly scope for a considerable increase in  the number 
and proportion of library staff with scientific qualifications at degree level or 
equivalent, and the activities of the more progressive institutions suggest that 
work in a good tedlOical college library can be sufficiently stimulating and 
challenging to satisfy staff with such qualifications. If they are to be recruited 
in sufficient numbers, however, heed must be taken of the present deficiencies 
in  salary expectations, status and publicity mentioned in paragraph 106. 
(C) T H E  P U B L I C  TE C H N I C AL L I B R A R I ES 
1 13. The services offered by public referencc libraries make a most important 
contribution to the nation's scientific and technical library and information 
nctwork. I n  many cases, and particularly in the larger public library systems, 
the reference library's holdings of scientific and technical literature are brought 
together to make up a special library, usually known as the Technical Library 
and manned by a separate staff. Sometimes the Technical Library is combined 
with the Commercial Library. 
1 14. These libraries are very heavily used-one of the largest reported an annual 
total of 1 5,()(X) telephone enquiries, 10,000 personal enquiries, 1 ,500 by Telex 
and 1 ,000 by letter. Their staffs can be quite large : one bas a staff of 18, another 
I 1  and several have between six and nine. Many of these libraries organise and 
act as the base for co-operative schemes for the benefit of industrial and other 
special libraries in  their areas, such as L A D S I R L A C  at Liverpool, S I N T O  at 
Sheffield, N A N T l S  at Nottingham. 
1 1 5. A recent survey by D.  W. G. Clements or G.S.T.1. (Clements, 1 967), which 
covered the various types of public reference library providing a technical and/or 
commercial service, including all the largest ones, showed that the prmcipal 
user groups were students, teachers, industry, commerce, civil service, local 
government, research associations and professional and learned societies. 
Students comprised the largest group of users making personal visits (52·6 per 
cent), while industry was the second largest (10·7 per cent). Of users making 
telephone, Telex and postal use of the service, industrial finns were by far the 
largest group (30·3 pcr cent). 
1 1 6. I n  making our own enquiries we concentrated on public library systems 
known to operate a separate technical or combined technical and commercial 
library. A letter and questionnaire was sent to 18  municipal and two county 
libraries, and replies were received from all except three*. The questionnaire 
was also sent to Hatfield College of TechnOlogy, which in  its role dS the base for 
H E R T l S  has much in  common \\i1b public technical libraries. The II E R T l S  
• These are: Birmingham, Bradrord, Bristol, Ealing, Glasgow, Hull, Leeds, Leicester. 
Lewisham, Liverpool, Manchester, Middlesborough, Nev ..castle, Nottingham, Sheffield, 
Essex and Lancashire. 
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figures are not incorporated in the various combined figures quoted i n  this 
section, but account is taken of their comments and experience in making our 
observations. 
1 17 .  The nature of the use made of public technical libraries. It is significant that 
of users who make personal visits to these libraries students are overwhelmingly 
the largest category. Though the great majority of them merely require a quiet 
place to work, they cannot but be influenced by frequent exposure to a well· 
stocked, well-organised and well·cxploitcd scientific and technical library and 
information service, particularly if it is adequately equipped with bibliographical 
and reference works. To this extent the public technical library has an important 
opportunity to influence the library and information expectations and habits of 
the rising generation of scientists and technologists. 
1 18. Of the non-student visitors to the libraries he surveyed, elements found 
that 52·5 per cent had come to seek infonnation and 16·6 per cent wanted a 
known item of l iterature. In the case of telephone, Telex and postal enqujries, 
he found that about 70 per cent were for information and about 30 per cent for 
loans of literature. Speed is an important clement in the work, and one of the 
librarians replying to our enquiry about the qualities required of staff i n  such 
l ibraries stated that "the most important requirement is the ability to work at a 
consistently high speed with complete accuracy in an environment of continual 
internlption". elements found that 30·8 per cent of personal users \\anted their 
requirements within a day. 
1 1 9. He also concluded that the vast majority of enquiries made were straight­
forward and fairly specific and that factual enquiries predominated. It is clear, 
too, that many of the enquiries made are not of a directly scientific or technical 
nature. Without pressing the comparison too far, it is interesting to note that 
Slater's survey of "private" tecllOical l ibraries and information units (industrial 
firms, government laboratories, academic institutions and learned societies) 
(Slater, 1964) showed that the two most common categories of information 
required were descriptions of an object, process or method and requests for 
simple facts. 
1 20. The lerel of knowledge required to meet users' 'Ieeds. A distinctive feature 
of the demands made on public technical l ibraries, and one with obvious 
implications for staffing, is that they are called upon to deal with enquiries for 
infonnation, for books and for other documents, over a \\ ide range of levels, 
from postgraduate at the one extreme to requests for simple factual information 
at the other. 
1 2 1 .  Proportion of work requiring graduate le reI sCientific or technical knowledge. 
'Ve asked the librarians whom we circularised for their own assessments of the 
proportion of the work carried out in their technical libraries which called for 
scientific knowledge at various levels. The assessments of the 1 5  librarians who 
replied are shown i n  Table 20. 
TAilLE 20 
PROPORTlO-.. or WORK REQUIRING GRADUATE LE\ (L 
SCIENTIIIC OR TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 
10% or less 











1 22. It is perhaps significant that the 50 per cent, the 40 per cent and one of the 
20 per cent estimates came from three of the four major public technjcal libraries 
which elements found to be covering, between them, 56 per cent of all technical 
and commercial enquiries covered by his entire investigation. 
123. HERTlS, relatively strong in scientifical1y qualified staff and probably in a 
better position to answer this question than any of the other libraries, estimated 
to per cent, with a further 1 5--20 per cent requiring knowledge at the level of 
membership of a professional institute (a category virtually unrepresented in 
the replies from the public technical libraries). 
124. A random sample taken by elements showed that, for those making 
personal visits, from 1 0-15 per cent of the technical enquiries covered by his 
investigation could be considered to be at postgraduate level (elements, 1967), 
though for items requested on loan he reported higher figures: 20 per cent of the 
books and 50-65 per cent of the scientific journals thus requested being classed 
as postgraduate. 
125. Proportion 0/ work rel/uiring A·/ere/ scientific know/edge. Eight libraries 
estimated that 20 per cent or more of their work called for knowledge at this 
level, aDd four of the eight estimated 40 per cent or more. 
1 26. Prop0r/ion o/ work coming within the competence of a trained librarian with 
no formal scientific qualifications but with rele\'atll library experience. This category 
covered by far the largest proportion of tbe work. Eleven out of 15  libraries put 
40 per cent or more of their work in this category, and four of them estimated 
over 90 per cent. 
127. The figures we have given are not sufficiently precise to justify categorical 
statements about levels of work being carried out at present, but it would 
probably not be unrealistic to suggest that 1 0- 1 5  per cent of it calls for know­
ledge of science or technology at graduate level and a further 30-40 per cent at 
A·level: furthermore, it seems probable that the larger and more effective the 
service becomes, the higher the proportion of its work that is likely to call for 
graduate level knowledge. 
1 28. Composition of present staffs of public technical libraries. With the above 
considerations in mind we can turn to the staffing position as it actually was 
at mid- 1 967. The 1 7  libraries concerned had 1 1 4 staff between them, with 
Qualifications as listed in Table 21.  
129. A striking point about the figures in Table 21 is  the small proportion of 
staff with science or technology qualifications-only four graduates and 1 5  at 
A-level. Having regard to what has been said about the level of work carried 
out, it is clear that much work considered to call for graduate or A-level scientific 
or technical knowledge is, in fact, carried out by staffwilhout such Qualifications. 
130. There seems to be no doubt that for the services offered at present in public 
technical libraries, professional librarianship qualifications supplemented by 
considerable experience on the job can go a long way towards compensating 
for lack of fonnal scientific qualifications. Outside. and not always welcome, 
testimony to this is the eagerness of industrial (and other) scientific libraries to 
recruit staff from public technical libraries. It should be recognised, however. 
that technical library work is amongst the most exacting of public library tasks 
and, in consequence, the staffs of these libraries probably include more than 
their share of the best and most pronllslOg members of the public library 
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systems' staff. Furthermore, many of the senior staff are of the calibre of good 
honours graduates, but came into library work at a time when it was the exception 
rather than the rule for the best school-leavers to go on to university. To maintain 
the level of ability which they represent, the public libraries will have to look 
for graduate rather than O-Ievel or A-level G.C.E. qualifications, Undoubtedly. 
too, the greater the number of staff with good scientific qualifications, the 
greater the possibilities of extending the scope of the present services. 
TABLE 21 
Professional librarianship Qualification onJy 42 
PTofessional librarianship Qualification plus arts degree . 9 
A·level science and no other qualifications . 9 
Professional librarianship Qualification plus A-level science 6 
Arts degree only 4 
Professional librarianship qualification plus science or tech-
nology degree 3 
Science or technology degree only I 
Trainees and general assistants 40 
Total 1 14 
HERTIS, which is not included in the above analysis. includes in its stafT of 
1 1 ,  three science graduates, two holders of membership of professional 
institutions and one with A-level science, 
I 3 J .  Qualifies and qualificatiolls required for work ill public tee/mical libraries. 
rn replying to our question on this subject, Chief Librarians placed very great 
stress on personality and personal qualities in general. Heavy emphasis was laid, 
too, on the value of professional qualifications and on wide scientific interests, 
especially in current scientific developments. For long-ternl career prospects in 
the public library service a professional librarianship qualification is essential 
for those who aspire to reach the top, and it  was generally taken for granted 
that the l ibrarian-in-charge of the Technical Library would be professionally 
qualified. 
132. The extremely small number of science graduates revealed in Table 21 
might suggest that public libraries have reservations about the value of science 
degrees, but as Table 22 shows, this is by no means the case, One or two Chief 
Librarians did say that science graduates have not stood out from the rest, or 
even that they have not measured up to their standards, but this could well be 
the result of having experienced only poor quality science graduates. Th..is would 
accord with our very strong impression that an unduly small proportion of lhe 
best graduates who enter librarianship each year, whatever their disciplines, are 
taking up careers in public libraries. 
1 33. Chief Librarians' estimates of their needs for science graduates. AJI except 
one Cltief Librarian (where special circumstances applied) said that they could 
usefully use science or technology graduates in their technical libraries. They 
were also asked how many they could usefully use, and the 12 who specified 
actual numbers would, between them, require a total of 32 members of staff 




4 Chief Librarians would like I such graduate 
3 Chief Librarians would like 2 such graduates 
2 Chief Librarians would like 3 such graduates 
I Chief Librarian would like 4 such graduates 
J Chief Librarian would like 5 such graduates 
1 Chief Librarian would like 7 such graduates 
J 34. On the question of which degree subjects would be of most value, there 
were two distinct schools of thought. Six would prefer graduates in general 
science, seven would prefer specialists in particular disciplines. The general 
science preference usually came from libraries thinking in tcnns of small staffs. 
Those which specified particular disciplines were in most cases envisaging a 
team of specialists covering, between them, the major scientific and technological 
disciplines; the four largest libraries, referred to in paragraph 1 22, were included 
in these. The subjects most frequently mentioned were engineering, chemistry 
and physics. 
1 35. Extension of the scope of present services. The main deterrent to the 
expansion implied in the above figures is financial. Chief Librarians, quite 
understandably, cannot consider their technical libraries in isolation from their 
service as a whole, and several of them expressed the view that tbe key to 
improvement of technical library services was an all-round improvement in 
their library systems' general financial circumstances, from which such specific 
improvements as attracting science graduates to their staffs might be expected 
to follow. 
136. All except two Chief Librarians did, in fact, express the wish to extend 
the scope of the services offered at present, if stafT with scientific or technological 
qualifications were more readily available. The fonn which such extension 
would take was seen in the great majority of cases to be the improvement of 
the services offered at present, "the better, fuller. more effective exploitation of 
existing resources", as onc librarian put it. Table 23 shows the ways in which 
Type of work 
Book selection . 
Technical information service 







Preparing bibliographies and guides to the IJlerature 
Literature searching . 
Liaison with industry and other libraries 
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Chief Librarians believe science graduates would be useful. It also gives, incident­
alJy. an indication of the activities of qualified staff employed on the present 
servlCCS. 
137. The problems of staffing, finance and inadequate accommodation, which 
are a recurring theme i n  most of the replies to our enquiry, probably account in  
large measure for the concentration on improving ex.isting services. Few 
librarians were inclined to think beyond their present restrictive conditions and 
envisage additional types of service which their teclmical libraries miglu offer if 
better conditions prevailed ; this is understandable and realistic in present 
circumstances. The same caution was displayed in the modest estimates of 
numbers of science graduates who could userully be used in these libraries. It i s  
significant, however, that by and large the boldest thinking about using more 
scientifically qualified staff and establishing new services came from the largest 
libraries, those \\ hich are already relatively \\cll staffed and which, as elements 
showed, are dealing with more than the a\'crage proportion of scientific and 
commercial enquiries. Jt \Vas onc of the largest libraries which felt that all the 
professionally graded posts should ideally be occupied by graduate scientists 
who are also chartered librarians, which would like to add seven graduate 
scientists to its staff and which rated literature analysis and the preparation of 
evaluative reviews of research as a "very important" element in professional 
tmining. At a somewhat different level, service to the small finn with no infor­
mation or library service of its o\\ n "as mentioned as an important aspect of 
technical library work \\hich should be el{tended and developed, and there was 
a generally implied desire to establish closer contact \\ ith neighbouring industry 
and conUllercc. 
1 38. Pro/essimral education for public technical library lI'ork. Table 23 gives a 
clue to the nature of the professional training favoured by Chief Librarians for 
the senior staff of their technical libraries. They \"ere also explicitly asked whether 
they would prefer science graduates to have had librarianship training of the 
traditional kind or a course placing heavy emphasis on scientific inromlation 
work. Opinion was equally divided on this, eight favouring each approach. One 
large library which favoured the traditional approach modified its preference by 
stressing the need for traditionaJ training to be supplemented by short, specialised 
courses. 
1 39. Requests for assessment of the importance of particular subjects in courses 
of professional training produced the results showl] in Table 24. 
1 40. Comparison with the corresponding table for university libraries shows a 
marked similarity in  emphasis. The remarks made in paragraph 89 about the 
importance attached to the science graduate's role in collection building and 
book selection, and the need for a thorough grounding in sources of information 
and in the bibliography and literature of science and technology, apply with 
equal force to science graduates in public technical libraries. The limitations of 
scientists, however well qualified in their subjects, who are without this specialised 
professional knowledge, \\as stated very forcibly by one Chief Librarian who 
declared: "We have many readers here with doctorates in chemistry, etc., \\ hom 
we can lose in the specialised literature of their SUbjects. on their own admission." 
1 4 1 .  Like the university libraries, too, these libraries base their activities and 
services on large collections which need processing and organising for use and 




important lmportant Unimportant 
Collection building . · 14 l -· · · 
Literature searching techniques · 14 l -· 
Classification for information retrieval · 8 1 2 
Indexing . · · · 6 10 1 
Abstracting . · · · · · l 8 6 
Literature analysis and preparation of 
reviews of research · · · · l 2 12 
Preparation of information bulletins and 
editorial work · • · · · 1 12 4 
Systems analysis · · · · · 1 1 9 
Systems design · · · · • 1 1 9 
Library mechanisation · · · • 1 8 8 
Slater's enquiry is relevant here, too: that the better a library is organised, the 
easier i t  is to use on a "self-service" basis, with a consequent lessen.ing of demands 
for assistance from the staff. It was emphasised time and again by Chief 
Librarians that professional librarianship qualifications are, i n  practice, found 
to be the most valuable of all assets for those engaged in public technical library 
work. Furthermore, as in university l ibraries (see paragraph 92), excessive 
specialisation in scientific information work skills, to the exclusion of an adequate 
background in general librarianship, would obviously be detrimental to long­
term career prospects. In short, the most important need in terms of professional 
education for public technical library work is for a course iD which traditional 
librarianship and scientific information work are integrated to the greatest 
possible extent. In  some areas, for instance subject bibliography and sources 
of information, and the collection, storage, retrieval and dissemination of 
information, there would clearly be a great deal of common ground between 
university, technical college and public technical library needs, and this would 
accord with and facilitate a desirable mobility between these important branches 
of scientific and tecllOical library work. 
142. FWllre del'e/opmellls. The public technical libraries, often under difficult 
conditions, are at present making a very significant contribution to the nation's 
scientific information needs. We believe that there is potential for very consider­
able development of their services, probably to a much greater extent than most 
Chief Librarians can realistically contemplate in  their present restrictive financial 
circumstances. Nevertheless, when they begin to think in  terms of such activities 
as reviews of research and literature analysis (as one or two of them have), they 
are already thinking beyond the role normally accepted as appropriate to public 
technical libraries. 
143. These libraries are part of, and can draw on the resources of, an established 
and accepted public service, with a well-defined organisational structure ; they 
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have behind them long experience of their specialised type of librarianship; and 
many of them are backed by fine collections of scientific and technical literature. 
It would seem to be in the national interest to extend and develop these assets 
to a much greater extent than present resources pennit, particularly. perhaps, 
in improving and strengthening services to the small firm and industry in general. 
144. We understand that, early in 1 968, O.S.T.1. intends to carry out a survey 
of the various types of schemes for library co-operation, both formal and 
informal; this we welcome, since it should throw some light on the present 
operation of these schemes and their potential. The Public Libraries and 
M useums Act, 1964, makes provision for the charging of fees for certain specific 
services by public libraries; other than at LADSI R L A C ,  this does not seem to 
have been followed up, and we feel that ill suitable cases libraries and industry 
might exploit this provision to their mutual advantage. 
145. Though the greater part of the work carried out in these libraries does not 
call for high-level scientific or technological qualifications, there is a substantial 
and very important residue which does. Once scientifically qualified personnel 
of graduate or near-graduate level were working in these libraries, new horizons 
of service would be likely to emerge, which could lead to a change in the balance 
of staff in the direction of a higher proportion of professionally qualified science 
graduates than most librarians at present contemplate. The basic prerequisite 
for such developments is no doubt financial-a general improvement in public 
library financial resources and the possibility of offering scientifically qualified 
librarians salaries higher than the levels prevailing at present The usual salary 
for the librarian-in-charge of a public technical library is the £1 ,665-£2,265 per 
annum range, and for their deputies £1 ,220-£1,665. Such salary expectations 
are not likely to be attractive to people with good scientific qualifications. 
Financial incentives arc not the only ones of course: the work itself has to be 
such as to attract and satisfy good science graduates. This it undoubtedly is in 
many cases, but far too little is  known about it  by university appointments 
officers and others in a position to influence science graduates in tllcir choice of 
career. An intcnsive publicity dri\c to sccure more science graduates for technical 
library work would probably pay dividends and could, in the long rUIl, lead to 
science graduates being numbered amongst our City Librarians, to the benefit 
of the public library service and librarianship in general. 
(D) T H E  N A T I O N A L  L I B R A R I E S  
1 46. Since this chapter attempts to survey the principal types of unit concerned 
with scientific and technological library and information work, it would be 
inappropriate to conclude it  without some reference to the national libraries. 
It  is not possible to generalise about these libraries in the same way as the 
groups already covered, since each has a highly specifiC role. From the viewpoint 
of this investigation, the differences between, for example, the N.L.L. and the 
National Reference Library for Science and Invention, are much greater than 
the similarities. 
147. 1n the N.L.L. the qualities most prized in the senior grade of staff are 
research experience and potential, and since slIch people will normally come 
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into library and information work at a mature age, after some years in researc� 
full-time professional training is considered inappropriate. In stressing the 
importance to librarianship of increasing the number of staff with this type of 
background, the Director of the N.L.L. urged the need for more research 
fellowships and research activities i n  libraries and library schools, and the 
value of intensive short courses. 
148. Both the National Reference Library and the Science Museum Library 
have science graduates on their staffs-in very considerable numbers in the case 
of the fonner-but less importance has been attached to the matter of their 
formal professional education than to their scientific qualifications. Our im­
pression is that the needs of both of these libraries have a great deal in common 
with those of the university libraries, already described, and that like most of 
the university libraries they would welcome science graduates who had undergone 
a course of professional training which set out to integrate traditional library 
skills and those associated with infonnation science. 
149. Though this section on national libraries is necessarily short, it should be 
mentioned that views on many general matters connected with this investigation 
have been expressed by the librarians concerned and are often incorporated or 
reflected in relevant parts of our report. 
(El T H E  L E A RNED S O C I E T I ES 
1 50. Again, this is a group about which we have not felt able to generalise 
because of great differences in the size of the libraries and the wide range of 
services provided. We would only wish to record a strong impression that in 
many cases the work carried out in these units is amongst the most exacting in 
the science infonnation field and frequently calls for both highly specialised 
subject knowledge and advanced professional skills. 
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PART II 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
C H A P T E R  3 
Categories of  work and level and content of  courses 
1 5 1 .  In Part I of this report the general characteristics of science information 
personnel have been examined i n  some detail. Consideration has also been 
given to the principal types of science information unit, and a considerable 
amount of information has emerged about the tasks being carried out by the 
staffs of these units, the professional skills required of them and the direction 
which future developments are likely to take. 
1 52. Though we are conscious of gaps and would have welcomed fuller infor­
matioo on several matters, we believe that Part I provides a reasonably firm 
basis for recommendations OD professional education and training. In this 
second part of the report, which is concerned exclusively with education and 
training, our touchstone throughout has been the pattern of needs and activities 
revealed in Part I. supplemented by the qualitative and less tangible impressions 
fonned on the basis of visits of observation, discussions and the other sources 
of information indicated in paragraph 8. 
1 53.  Four categories of work. Tn the activities of the various types of library 
and infonnation unit described above, there appears to be scope and need for 
four categories of work which, in industriai lerms, could be described as follows: 
I .  Production 
2. Development (and design) 
3. Applied Research 
4. Background Research. 
1 54. Category J ,  Production. For our purpose this means the day-to-day 
operation of a unit, including both special library and information work. The 
overwhelming majority of the staff covered by our investigation fal l  into this 
category, which includes the full range of levels of qualification and experience. 
1 55. Category 2, Development (alld design). This type of activity is concerned 
with adapting the store of existing knowledge to particular circumstances. It 
includes systems analysis and design of a library or information unit, or part of 
the unit, or of particular operations. A notable example is the adaptation of 
mail-order store techniques by the National Lending Library for Science and 
Technology; another is the adaptation of punched-tape typewriters for producing 
catalogue cards and lists, for computer input and. in several industrial units, for 
the recording and automatic typing of chemical structures. 
1 56. We believe that development work should be considered an essential part 
of the activity of all but the smallest science information units, just as R & D 
is considered essential by most of the parent bodies which they serve. In staffing 
any unit, allowance should accordingly be made for appropriately qualified 
staff, who would give at least part of their time to development work. 
1 57. I t  may be relevant at this point to mention that of all scientists, engineers 
and technologists in manufacturing industry, 37·7 per cent are engaged in R & D, 
and if scientists alone are considered, the proportion is 5 1 ·7 per cent. 
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158. Development work frequently reveals a paucity or even a complete absence 
of basic data, and this leads to the next category. Applied Research. 
1 59. Category 3, Applied Research. In the l ibrary and information context, this 
would include such activities as the application of new discoveries for information 
purposes, work on computerised typesetting, new types of index, such as 
MEDLARS, COACt Ringdoc, and other research intended to yield a product, 
process or service with useful characteristics at an economic cost. There is need 
for further data centres and [or the evaluation of existing ones; for experimental 
studies of user needs in terms of levels of information, case of access to this 
information and information channels used; and for the study of numerous 
other social, engineering and technological aspects of infonnation transfer. We 
believe that the larger and more sophisticated units in industry (including 
Research Associations), in  universities, colleges of technology and public 
technical libraries should be encouraged to carry out applied research of lItis 
type, perhaps iD association with departments of l ibrarianship and information 
science or Aslib. 
1 60. Category 4, BackgroLlnd Research. This would include the study of sllch 
topics as the information transfer process, the dissemination of innovation, the 
role of infonnation in scientific research, the fundamental processes of indexing 
and classification and, in general, topics of potential value in providing the 
necessary background for Category 3 above. This type of research, which has 
been relatively neglected in  the past, is pre-eminently suitable for academic 
institutions, particularly schools of l ibrarianship and infonnation science, and 
warrants continued and increasing financial support. We believe it is especially 
important that experienced and qualified science infonllation workers, both in 
industry and other employment, should be encouraged and enabled to take pnrt 
in research of this sort. 
1 61 .  If we now consider the work carried out in the types of unit \Iie surveyed 
in  Chapter 2, sujtably modified by developing the four categories of actiVity 
described above, i t  i s  possible to make some general observations about the 
place of scientific or teclmological subject knowledge and of professional 
knowledge. 
162. Subject knowledge. Before considering in detail the place of specialised 
scientific knowledge, it is worth mentioning the fact, well known to workers in 
the field. that first class work is being carried out at senior levels by arts graduatcc; 
and non-graduates. Good qualified librarians, \\ hatcver their subject back­
ground, can quickly come to terms with most fields of knowledge, at the biblio­
graphical and organisational level ; certainl y  in scientific fields the vocabulary, 
the tenninological barrier, is a very real difficulty, but once this is overcome a 
non-scientist can often operate with confidence at a reasonable practical level, 
and as his experience and familiarity with the needs of his specialised clientele 
and the relevant specialised information sources increases, llis contribution 
becomes more and more significant. 
1 63. We believe that scientific or technological subject knowledge is rarely 
significant, as such, below at least degree level or equivalent. This level of 
knowledge of relevant subjects is indispensable for work involving the critical 
assessment and evaluation of scientific and teclmologic31 inrormation, and also 
for the indexing and classification in depth of such information. Such a qualifi­
cation is also a great asset in work involving the analysis, design and operation 
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of specialised library and infonnation units. If these units are to broaden their 
functions to include as a minimum development work, then a knowledge of 
scientific method, such as might be gained by a study of science to at least 
degree level, is essential. The knowledge of a specific subject---()rganic chemistry, 
physics, or whatever it  may be-will often be relevant in itself, but even more 
important, perhaps, is the appreciation of experimental method and the know­
ledge of mathematics, which should follow from a scientific education; in 
particular, a knowledge of statistical techniques can often be of special value. 
A less tangible but very important benefit conferred by the possession of a 
degree in science is that as "a scientist among scientists", its holder is much more 
likely to be accepted by the community he serves: to that extent his position is 
much stronger and the possibilities of really effective service are greatly enhanced. 
That degree-level scientific qualifications are essential for research in most 
branches of science infonnation goes without saying. 
1 64. Professional education. While we do not feel that professional qualifications 
are necessary for all the tasks carried out in the units we are considering, we 
strongly advocate the need for such qualifications for all those who will take up 
work in this field as a career and who aim for the highest posts. 
165. In most fields in which a professional qualification is not a statutory 
requirement there are those who deny its value, and scientific and technological 
library and information work is no exception. An analogous situation arises in 
the Held of management, and the case for an academic educational programme, 
which was made by Professor Eilon in 1 964, applies with equal force to the 
situation in the science information field. He slates: "Let us face i t :  some people 
go through an engineering college and never become good engineers; others 
become first class engineers without any fomlal education. This does not prove 
that engineering education is not worthwhile. Similarly, I do not think that the 
question whether management education can produce good managers or not is 
a relevant onc. The question is whether it can produce belfer managers. Naturally 
you must have a flair for management and certain personal attributes, as indeed 
for any subject or profession you choose as a career, and without appropriate 
pre-requisites it is doubtful whether any educational programme can guarantee 
to produce good managers, good engineers, good doctors or indeed good 
practitioners in any field of human endeavour. But given the aptitude and the 
inclination for a certain subject, surely the individual stands to benefit from a 
course which provides a broad background, which attempts to knit together 
relevant problems and issues and \\hich relates past and present human experi­
ence in tbe field, ratiter than to struggle on his own and learn from his slowly 
accumulating narrow experience." (Eiloll, 1964.) 
166. Our general view of the whole matter of "learning on the job" in preference 
to fonnal professional education is that whilst it may be suitable for the pro­
duction of skilled craftsmen and specialised technicians, there is no evidence to 
suggest that better infonllation scientists, engineers or physicists can be produced 
by this method than by education in academic institutions. On the contrary, it  
suffers as a method from inbreeding and a narrowness of outlook which inhibits 
imagination and initiative. The absence of a framework of general principles 
and basic knowledge leads to the ad hoc tackling of each problem as it arises, 
with little feeling for the overall situation and a very limited awareness of 
alternative possibilities for dealing with the problem. If progress is to be achievcd 
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in the science infonnation field, then staff will be required v. ith imagination 
and initiative based on 3 broad foundation of professional education and 
training. 
COURSES : CONTENT AND LEVELS 
167. In the next two chapters wc shall consider courses and the types of institu­
tion which present them. Our present concern is with the different types of 
course and their principal elements. 
168. Fire lypes of course. The needs of scientific and technological library and 
infonnation work call essentially for five types of course. They are as follow�: 
I .  Assistant (technical) 
2. Non-graduate Professional 
3. Graduate Professional Infomtation Technologist 
4. Postgraduate Professional 
5. Advanced ProfessionaL This will be considered 
separately 
} The professional 
grades 
1 69. These courses are related, though not on a one-to-onc basis, to the four 
categories of work described above. ProducliolHype activity can call for all five 
types of qualification, according to the size and sophistication of the unit. 
Derelopmelll will be the pro\ince mainly of the upper three levels of qualification 
plus the b�st of the Non-graduate Professionals; Applied Research \\ ill nonnally 
call for Advanced Professional and the best of the Graduate Professional 
l nfonnation Technologist and Postgraduate- Professional levels of qualification; 
and Background Research for the best of those at the Advallced Professional 
level. This relationship can be seen from the diagram in  Figure 2. 
1 70. In suggesting these five types of course we have no wish to imply an over­
rigid approach, and we would subscribe to. the view put forward by Dr. D. G. 
Christopherson (1967) that the principle of promotion from one course to 
another is fundamental to good educational planning. Everything possible 
should be done to facilitate such a progression for those who have the ability 
and desire to undertake it. 
1 7 1 .  Assistant (lee/mical). There are many routine and technical operations 
which are al present being carried out in scientific and technologic::1l library and 
infonnation units by general clerical or professionally qualified staff, because of 
a shortage of suitably qualified and trained stair to 'Whom this work could be 
delegated. As services develop. and with the increasing use of machines Wllicb 
require new skills and demand greater accuracy of work at all levels. a new 
grade of staff. the Assistant (technical), is needed. \Ve envisage that this grade 
will be staffed by school-leavers \\ ith the Certificate of Secondary Education 
(C.S.E.) or G.C.E. O-Ievel passes. On completion of the appropriate course 
they should be able to undertake reliably. and without detailed supervision, 
routine tasks such as alphabetical and nwneric filing in accordance wiLh explicit 
instructions ;  up-dating, scrutinising, checking and cross-checking of records 
and material held in the unit; acquisition of material in accordance with e,,-plicit 
instructions; use of equipment such as Telex, tape-typewriter, key-punch and 
punched-card equjpment (including optical coincidence cards) ; use and routine 
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maintenance of reprographic equipment and preparation of master copy for 
reproduction; use of microphotographic equipment ;  simple precis work and 
drafting, etc. The sort of course which wc have in mind could be provided for 
under the City and Guilds arrangements for a Library Assistant's Certificate, 
which is referred to again in paragraph 228. 
172. The Assistant (technical) courses could be supplemented by courses i n  
such academic subjects as would be required to bring the student up to the 
level of five G.C.E. O·levcl passes, including English and Mathematics or 
Statistics or a Science and, preferably, at least one foreign language; the out­
standing student should be encouraged to study two or more subjects to G.C.E. 
A-level, preferably in mathematical and/or scientific subjects. 
1 73. It  i s  recognised that at this level and in this age group staff should not be 
expected to be pennanently cOllunitted to library and infonnation work. The 
type of course envisaged above would also equip them for careers i n  other fields. 
1 74. The professional grades. The balance and relative emphasis of the elements 
lNhich make up the professional content of the three professional grades will 
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vary from one level to another and, within each level. from one course to another. 
At the present stage i n  the development of librarianship and infonnation science 
there is scope for many different approaches, and for some years to come this 
very diversity should be a source of strength. 
175. We do feci, however, that it is useful to indicate guide·lincs, and the three 
broad areas of study whicll we suggest below will provide a useful framework 
for course·building and will also indicate the way i n  which a librarian or scienli,fic 
information worker should be encouraged to look at his job. \Ve have not 
considered it appropriate or useful to indulge in detailed syllabus·making, but 
an examination of Tables 10, 14, 1 8  and 24, which indicate the varieties of skill 
and knowledge required in different types of library and information work, 
should be a useful guide to those engaged in framing new syllabuses. 
1 76. We see the following three areas of study as covering the essentials of a 
professional education programme for scientific and technological library and 
information work: 
J .  Scief11ific ami technological communities ami their information and library 
needs. This would Involve study of the il1fomlation and library needs and 
the infonnation and library·using behaviour of scientists and technologists, 
and also of the factors which may and do influence this behaviour. It would 
involve the study of different types of community-industrial, academic, 
governmental, etc.-their objectives and the way in which they are organised 
to meet these objectives: the structure of industry, the organisation of 
research in the private sector, the universities, the governmental sector and 
the quasi·governmental sector (Research Associations, etc,). 
2. The sources of information from which the needs of scienlijic and teclmo· 
logical communities may be mer. This includes the study of bibliographical 
sources of all kinds, both published and unpublished, \\ith emphasis on 
content and irrespective of foml. It would also include the location and 
exploitation of personal, institutional and other non·bibllographical sources 
of infomlation. 
3. Techniques by which the needs of scielllijic alld tecllllologicol cO""1IImities 
may be met. (That is, the means by which areas I and 2 above are brought 
together.) 
(a) The organisation of ). ..no\\ ledge : principles and techniques of infonnalion 
storage, retrieval and dissemination. 
(b) Techniques of librarY/infonllation unit organisation and management. 
177. It  is assumed that the treatment of the various topics included in these 
three areas would be such as to eDsure the inclusion of basic knowledge relevant 
to l ibrarianship and infonnation work, such as the outstanding infom13tion 
sources in the humanities and social sciences, general principles of cataloguing 
and classification, etc. 
178. \Ve believe that the areas of activity indicated above provide a suitable 





)79. No,,-graduate Professional. We envisage the Non-graduate Professional, on 
completion of his course and at least one year of practical experience (which 
may have been concurrent with his course), as being capable of taking charge 
of a small "easy" special library or of carrying out professional special library 
work in a larger unit. This Non-graduate Professional group is likely to continue 
to provide the great majority of professional staff for production work in special 
libraries and information units for some years to come. 
1 80. We recognise that entrants to this grade will not always be flnnly com­
mitted to a career in scientific and technological library and information work, 
but it  would be a great asset if the five G.C.E. passes (including two at A-level), 
which we see as the minimum entrance requirement, could include English, a 
foreign language and two A-level passes i n  mathematical and/or scientific 
subjects. 
1 8 1 .  For this group the "core" of general (as distinct from science information 
orientated) professional knowledge required as background for effective work 
in any type of library or information unit should receive a fair amount of 
.emphasis and should probably account for a qU:lrter to a third of the whole 
course. Part I of the Library Association's syllabus (see paragraph 252) should 
provide a suitable framework for such a course. 
1 82. The three areas of work described in paragraph 1 76 would provide a basis 
for the main part of the course and should be drawn upon and interpreted as 
individual circumstances require. Tt is recognised that the emphasis on particular 
topics would vary from course to course, but we \\ ould nevertheless suggest that 
certain subjects in each area require particular attention or emphasis. I n  indi­
cating these topics, in the three paragraphs which follow, we should make it 
clear that in each case there are many others which will qualify for inclusion. 
183. Area I. Scientific and technological communities, etc. Amongst the subjects 
covered by this area (see paragraph 176:  I )  should be the organisation of scientific 
and technological R & D at various levels, but with emphasis on that performed 
in an industrial concern and its relation to the concern's other activities. 
1 84. Area 2. Sources of in/ormatiol! (see paragraph 1 76 : 2). Tills area would 
include not only published, bibliographically accessible material, but also other 
materials such as microforms, maps, photographs, engineering drawings, mag­
netic tape records, etc. Unpublished sources of infonnation would include 
manuscript material such as technical correspondence and laboratory notes. 
Non-bibliographical sources of infornlation, such as Research Associations, 
learned socicties, etc., should also be studied. 
185. Area 3. Techniques, etc. (see paragraph 1 76 : 3). Within this area particular 
stress should be laid on non-conventional methods and tcchniques and the 
associated "hardware" leading up to and including computers. We do not 
consider it necessary for students to study computer applications in detail at 
this stage, but they should be aware of their possibilities and limitations, in both 
data retrieval and library operations. The treatment of this topic will need 
frequent review: considerable advances i n  the application of computers to 
science infonnation work are to be expected in the U.K. within the next few 
years, both in the number of units making use of a computer and in the sophisti­
cation of the applications. 
1 86. Part of the course should include some basic study of the organisation and 
management of science information services and also of the units providing them. 
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187. The Graduate Pro/essiorlQl III/ormat;oll Technologist. We expect to see the 
emergence of degree courses in which lnformation Technology will be the 
central, unifying discipline, providing the focus for all the constituent parts of 
fhe course. 
188. Such a course would differ from that for the Non-graduate Professional in 
being much more demanding in the study of fundamentals. It  would take a 
longer-tenn view than the non-graduate course and would naturally include, 
for example, ideas and studies which so far as the practitioner is concerned are 
at present of theoretical interest only, thereby speeding up the application of 
innovation and the development of new methods and techniques. What is not 
wanted is a course which inflates an existing non-graduate professional syllabus 
by the mere addition of a few academic subjects. 
1 89. The three areas of work outlined in paragraph 1 76 will again indicate the 
general scope of the course, but in the case of a degree course of this type the 
treatment should be academic, with both elements carefully integrated into a 
unified whole. The professional element would be similar in general scope to 
that of the non-graduate professional course but, as already indicated, would be 
taking a longcr-tcnn view. Subjects such as classification theory and appropriate 
elements of psychology, which are fundamental to infonnation work, should be 
included ; and so should the study of scientific method, mathematics and 
statistics, for these are essential foundation subjects for anyone wishing to 
specialise in the field of infommtion technology. It would not be desirable or 
possible to accommodate the traditional study of scientific subjects such as 
physics or chemistry within the scope of a course such as this, but they couJd 
very usefully be included as "complementary" subjects, studied from the stand­
point of the specialised needs of infonnation work. From a different viewpoint, 
there is scope for studying the logic, physics and chemistry of science infomlation 
service instrumentation, by \\hich we mean topics such as digital and analogue 
devices, the applications of mechanical, themlal, optical, acoustic, magnetic, 
electrical and other physical phenomena, and the study of applications of 
chemical properties and reactions in a wide variety of devices used in science 
information services. 
190. We believe a course of this type is  both feasible and desirable at the present 
stage in the development of the subject and that it could be accommodated 
within the normal three-year period for a first degree course. It could well be 
that there would be adv:lntages to be gained from including a year of practical 
work between years two and three, thereby lengthening it to a four-year sandwich 
course. The C.N.A.A. framework, referred to in paragraph 247, would seem to 
be particularly well suited for a course such as we have described. 
1 9 1 .  A graduate from such a course, after one or two years' experience, should 
be capable of undertaking de\'elopmelll work utilising, for example, systems 
analysis and design. The emphasis on a good grounding in fundamentals will 
ensure that outstanding students are capable of proceeding to higher degree 
work in infonnation technology and science. 
192. Minimum entry requirements would be determined by the regulation of 
the institutions in which the courses were conducted, but we believe they should 
preferably include two good passes at G.C.E. A-level in mathematics and/or 
scientinc subjects, with English and at least onc foreign language at O-Ievel. 
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193. Poslgraduate Professional. Members of this group will differ from the last 
in having carried out a full-length degree course in traditional scientific disciplines 
before turning to their professional studies. For most of those who have not 
taken an honours degree, a one-year postgraduate course similar in scope aDd 
emphasis to that followed by the Non-graduate Professional should provide a 
sound professional background for library and information work in which 
degree-level scientific knowledge is an asset, but in which the bias is not towards 
highly specialised subject knowledge. The level to be reached should be such 
that after completing the course, and a year or two of experience, the graduate 
should, if necessary. he capable of undertaking de\'elopment work. 
1 94. ln the case of graduates of high academic calibre, analysis of the data 
indicates that in 1 965, of the 594 units of which staff details are available, only 
some 20 or so had two or morc "good" science, technology or engineering 
graduates and sufficient other supporting staff to have been capable of sustaining 
even a modest continuing applied research programme. Nevertheless, if science 
information work is to progress from the craft to the automation level, then a 
growing applied research effort, supported by background and basic research 
work, will need to be developed, and this will require additional resources not 
only of money, machines and material but, especially, of manpower. In order 
to attract staff of the requisite high academic quality, the work will need to be 
sufficiently challenging and adequately rewarded, with opportunities at least 
equal to those for similar graduates in other fields of applied research. 
195. A course for such graduates should preferably be preceded by brief but 
systematically organised practical training in a progressive unit; experience as 
an information user-perhaps in a laboratory or in industrial production­
would be an additional advantage. It  is also very desirable that such students 
should bring to the course a working knowledge of at least two foreign languages 
so that they can, with the aid of a dictionary, make sense of papers in a familiar 
subject field. 
196. Such a course should cover the elements of the "core" of general pro­
fessional knowledge required by the Non-graduate Professional, with emphasis 
on general principles rather than on details of current techniques. The need for 
such a core of professional knowledge, even in advanced courses, was clearly 
implied in a recent discussion of education in infonnation retrieval in the U.S.A. 
(Garfield, 1967), where onc of the contributors stated: "It seemed almost 
ludicrous for computer scientists and engineers to be discussing automation in 
libraries \\hen they did not have the slightest acquaintance with elementary 
bibliographic apparatus. Indeed, the lack of training and exposure to such 
systems may account for the large number of absurd "solutions" offered by 
hardware-oriented engineers who were not conscious that onc might retrieve 
infonnation in one minute by use of a printed index that would require hours 
on the most sophisticated computer available." 
197. In the main, however, the course would be concerned with orientating the 
graduate's specialised subject knowledge and abilities towards the needs of 
science information work. 11 is possible, with this more specialised aspect of the 
course, to consider two stages. The first would cover at a broad and general level 
the basic groundwork: the generation and use of information, information 
resources of all kinds and the communication of infonnatioll. Stage two should 
then permit the choice of a number of much narrower fields of study, in which 
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greater depth and rigour could be achieved; for example, the application of 
computers in pattern recognition, operational research studies, aspects of 
advanced classification, etc. 
198. For studcnts of the calibre envisaged, the postgraduate course should 
certainly provide opportunities for carrying out small�scale exercises in research, 
and it would be reasonable to male the production of a dissertation based on 
such an exercise 30 important part of the course. The combination or a disserta­
tion with the courses outlined above should be strong enollgh to justiry the 
award of a Master's degree to successful students. After a year or two of experi­
ence, staff from this group should be capable of carrying out applied research. 
199. It is from the ranks of the best of the Postgraduate Professional group 
and the best of the Infonnation Technologist group that we should expect to 
emerge most of those \\ho will go on to do Advanced Professional courses and 
be capable of carrying out the bac/.growul research referred to in paragraph 160 
above. 
200. Advanced Professional. It is of great Importance that an increasing number 
of graduates with the appropriate aptitudes and inclination, and particularly 
those holding science or engineering degrees, should follow courses of training 
in research methods leading, as in other disciplines, to a Master's degree or a 
Doctorate. \Ve welcome the liberalisation in the regulations governing research 
training which is now taking place in many universities and which, in sllllable 
cases, enables postgraduate students to spend part of the period of training in 
recognised institutions (including industry) both at home and abroad. Similarly, 
wc welcome the policy of the Research Councils in encouraging such activity. 
It is also essential to encourage those research workers at the postdoctorate level 
who have shown some considerable aptitude for original ;l11d independent 
research to continue their work, with support such as that offered by the research 
fellowships and similar awards of the Research Councils. 
20 I .  At the level of advanced research, infonnation science and technology will 
give scope for a genuinely multi-disciplinary approach, and it is likely that for 
many years to come research in this field will need to draw on expertiSie in a 
wide range of disciplines, from mathematics to linguistics, from psychology to 
computing science. \Ve would endorse the view e'pressed at the recent Inter­
national Conference on Education for Scientific Infommlion \Vork, held in 
London in April 1 967 (F.l.D., 1 967), that as yet no discrete, generally accepted 
body of knowledge can be identified as being " lnfonnaLion Science" or "Infor­
mation Technology" . It may be that time and experience will produce. from the 
varied disciplines on \\ hich infonnation science and technology now draw, a 
subject as definite as, say, chemistry or physics. Until such a time we must 
accommodate to an interdisciplinary situation. 
202. One implication of this is that not all advanced researchers in our field 
will have professional qualifications or experience. At t.he same time, however, 
we feel that in the long run this should be the case only in certain highly special­
ised and theoretical areas of infonnation science and that increasingly, as 
facilities for professional education improve. we shall be able to assume that 
those at the centre of research activity will have had a full professional education, 
with specialists from other fields being brought in as particular needs arise. 
203. Facililiesfor future leaders. Before concluding this section, we wish to draw 
attention to a type of course which \\e believe to be very important, but which 
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cannot be accommodated within the framework mentioned above. In library 
and information work, as in other fields, the comparatively small number of 
future leaders will often be identifiable at an early stage in their careers, perhaps 
by their late twenties or early thirties. We believe there should be facilities for 
bringing these people together in "StafT-college" type situations, as do the 
anned forces and some of our larger industrial organisations. There would be 
some virtue in gatherings of this type made up just of professional library and 
infonnation workers, but probably even more in bringing together not only 
professionals in our own field but working scientists, scientific administrators, 
management personnel and others who had been marked out as future leaders. 
]n recent years many of our leading industrial organisations have found i t  
worth\\ hile to invest very large sums of money in sending potential top-manage­
ment personnel on courses carried out at universities in this country under the 
expert auspices of the Harvard Business School. A similar investment in future 
leaders in the science information field should bring rich long term returns. 
C H A P T E R  4 
Courses 
FULL-TIME, FULL-LENGTH COURSES 
204. ]n this section wc shall be considering various types of course-full-time 
and part-time, full-length (including "sandwich") and short. We recognise that 
for very good reasons it is neither reasonable nor practicable to insist that the 
only route to professional qualification should be via a full-time, full-length 
course. At the same time we feel very strongly indeed that all other routes have 
such disadvantages that they should be used only when circumstances make it 
completely impracticable to follow a full-time, full-length course of study. 
205. A good full-time course provides the basic corpus of knowledge \\hich is 
an essential basis for a career that may develop in any one or more of a number 
of specialised directions. This basic knowledge cannot and should not be neatly 
divided into a number of subjects, each studied in isolation from the others. 
Certainly for teaching purposes, a programme may have to be broken up into 
various courses of lectures or seminars, each with its own teacher; but in the 
context of a full-time programme, carefully planned phasing can ensure that the 
course as a whole develops in a meaningful waYt that the relationships and inter­
actions between tlle various subjects studied arc brought out naturally, at the 
appropriate time, and that the individual elements are, by the cnd of the course, 
integrated into a unified \\ hole. Such a planned progression, in which subjects 
arc studied in parallel rather than in series, leads in the minimum amount of 
time to a situation in which a student can see the objectives, the scope, the tools 
and the techniques of Ius profession as a "hole. To that extent he will be more 
confident and more competent to make professional judgments and decisions 
when the time comes, supported by a sound background of general principles 
and a knowledge of the range of choices and possibilities open to him ""hen 
faced with a particular problem. Senior practitioners from the United Slates, 
where the part-time, Hbit-at-a-time" approach to professional qualification IS 
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widespread, have been deeply impressed by the advantages of our own futl-time 
approach to professional education. and we ourselves have no doubt at all that 
a full-time, full-length course is not only the speediest but the most effective way 
of making a person professionally productive. both in the fields of librarianship 
and scientific infonnation work. 
BASIC COURSES 
206. By this we mean the type of course which leads to a professional qualifi­
cation: either the Associateshjp of the Library Association (A.L.A.). the 
Diplomas or Master's degrees of the University Schools, or the Certificate of 
the Institute of Information Scientists. The duration of basic courses in most 
professions-and librarianship and infonnation science is no exception-is 
likely to be influenced by economic considerations and social attitudes and 
expectations rather than by strictly educational criteria. At present, and for the 
foreseeable future, a basic course of two years' full-time study for non-graduates 
and onc year for postgraduates appears to be the most realistic basis for 
planning. 
207. Courses of a duration so limited, in relation to the amount of ground to 
be covered, must clearly be concerned ahove all with identifying basic principles. 
Such is the rate of change and new developments in the library and infonnation 
field that no basic professional qualification can be expected to take a practitioner 
through his professional life \\ithout reinforcement from time to time by special­
ised courses relevant to his particular needs at particular stages in his career. 
Furthermore, there are subjects which, in a basic course, are not appropriately 
studied beyond the level of general principles, but v.hich may call for speciahsed 
study after some years of practical experience; various aspects of management, 
for example, would come into this category. It must come to be recognised that 
attending supplementary courses from time to time, as the need arises, is an 
indispensable part of the continuing education that is required of those who are 
to be successful workers in the library and infonnation fields. Tius leads us to 
the matter of short courses. 
SHORT COURSES 
208. Since a policy for short courses in the field of librarianship and information 
work is being worked out at national level, under the auspices of the Department 
of Education and Science (D.E.S.) (paragraph 232), we shall restrict our 
comments to aspects of special significance to our own investigation. 
209. We recognise the need for a wide variety of short courses of all types, at 
many levels, with many different objectives and aimed at a great variety of 
audiences, and would identify the following, at least, as being of special 
importance in our field: 
(i) Up-dating, refresher, re-training type courses. These are intended, essen­
tially, to bring up to date professional knowledge which may for various 
reasons have become out of date. 
(ii) Courses on current trends and new developments. Obvious examples of 
courses of this type are those concerned with computer applications, 
developments in the area of centralised processing. etc. 
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(m) Courses on specialist topics. These would involve the intensive study. for 
the particular needs of an individual or institution, of specialist topics 
such as patents, technical report literature, computer programming, 
abstracting, etc. 
(iv) "Gap-jilling" courses. By this we mean courses intended to rul gaps in 
professional training or knowledge. For example, someone who has a 
heavily scientific infonnation orientated background may feel the need 
to study traditional classification or basic non-scientific bibliographical 
and reference materials; short, intensive courses could meet such needs. 
Similarly, many senior practitioners without professional qualifications 
would benefit from short courses on the national and international library 
and infonnation network. 
(v) Scientific subjects. Intensive short courses to provide background in 
subjects such as chemistry, engineering or physics for the benefit of 
science information personnel who may have professional background 
but little or no formal scientific knowledge. Such a course could also be 
of value to translators. We understand that courses of this type have 
been successfully presented in the U.S.A., and also courses on various 
aspects of present-day science and technology, which meet a similar type 
of need. 
2 1 0. Duration. There is obviously a limit to the amount of time for which an 
employer will be prepared to release an established member of his staff, parti­
cuJarly if he is in a senior position, and this sets a practical limitation to the 
length of short courses. Our enquiries suggest that in the. industrial sector three 
weeks is the maximum period of release that would be acceptable to most 
employers, and individuals would be unlikely to obtain such release at very 
frequent intervals. A similar enquiry in the United States (Georgia Institute of 
Technology, 1962, p. 1 7) showed two to three weeks as the preferred period 
and once a year as the likely ex.pectation of any particular individual. 
2 1 1 .  Tn the university sector strong emphasis has been placed for many years 
on the importance of making study leave and similar dispensations available to 
library staff. Few universities have as yet implemented such a policy to any 
significant extent, but the experience at Sheffield University of running one-week 
courses on mechanisation for senior university library staff provides encouraging 
evidence that virtually all universities are prepared to release staff for this sort 
of purpose and to pay the quite substantial cost of fees and maintenance involved 
in attending such courses. Tt seems reasonable to expect that university authorities 
should agree to periods of study leave of perhaps up to six weeks to enable 
library stafT to attend relevant short courses, and also that they would provide 
the requisite financial backing. One would hope that a similar policy could be 
expected from employers in other public and quasi-public sectors. This is not 
to suggest, of course. that the length of a course is the only index to its value: 
we have heard of many excellent short courses of only a few days in duration, 
such as those on scientific literature offered by the N.L.L. and the courses on 
biological literature organised by Or. R. T. Bottle of the University of Bradford. 
212.  Experience in this country and the United States has shown that reaUy 
intensive courses of quite short duration can cover a great deal of ground and 
clear the way for further study by the student in his own time. Professor R. M. 
Hayes of the University of Californ.ia, Los Angeles, 11<1.s described a two-week 
course of Information Retrieval and Storage, made up of 40 hours' lecture time 
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and 40 hours of study and participation by the student, which covers i n  a broad 
way material which he considers could occupy a three- or four-year graduate 
course (Georgia Institute of Technology, 1962, p. 54). For maximum benefit 
from short courses, whatever their length, students should have carried out 
suitable preparatory reading prior to joining the course, supplemented by 
continued study after the course has finished. 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION B Y  SHORT COURSES 
213. The O.S.T.!' investigation of manpower needs (Edwards, 1966) showed 
that considerable numbers of scientificaUy qualified workers i n  this field had no 
professional qualification, and because of late entry into information work 
could not reasonably be expected to undertake full-lime courses of professional 
education. Such late entrants have formed and will conti nue to form a substantial 
and very important group, including among them many very experienced 
research aod development personnel who have turned to information work 
after years of valuable experience as practising scientists and technologists. To 
their employers, the value of such people derives perhaps above all  from their 
knowledge of the finn or organisation. Rightly or wrongly, many industrial 
employers would probably attach little importance to the possession, by such 
staff, of professional librarianship or infonnation quali.fications. From the point 
of view of the staff themselves, however, a professional qualification would add 
to their chances of moving elsewhere if they so wished and thereby, indirectly, 
would also improve their prospects within their 0\\ n organisations. Above all, 
It would enable them to be far more effective practitioners in the infomlatioD 
and special librarianship fields. Employers might also bencfit, in that the 
increased mobility produced by such a situation would widen their field of 
recru.itment. 
214. For such reasons we have, from the beginning of our enquiry. been thin�llg 
along the lines of recommending means by which genuinely mature entrants to 
the profession could build up credits towards a professional qualification by 
attending suitable short courses. At a fairly early stage \\-e discovered that the 
Library Association was already planning along thesc lines, and onc of the 
writers of this report, Prof. \V. L. Saunders, was invited to attend meetings of 
the Library Association Sub-committee which prepared the scheme for mature 
entry approved by the Library Association Council at its meeting in October 
1 967 (Ric1meIJ, 1967). Tltis opportunity was very valuable and greatly appreci­
ated. 'Ve are i n  agreement \\ith the general principles of the scheme proposed 
by the Sub-conuniltee, which would enable mature entrants of graduate standing 
to qualify for admission to the Library Association's register by accumulating 
30 credits, at least 20 of which must be gained by attending approved courses. 
combined with private study and the submission of papers. Our only significant 
point or difference from the Library Association recommendations relates not 
to the scheme but to details in the suggestions for the guidance of the Board of 
Admissions: \\'e would be less gcnerous in allowing credit for language com­
petence. It goes without saying that in a scheme of tltis type there is  nced for 
the utmost vigilance in safeguarding proper standards, particularly in the matter 
of accrediting courses and ensuring that passively "putting i n  the hours" does 
not entitle a student to credit. The role of the Library Association's Board of 
Admissions would obviously be a key onc. 
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THE. PROVISION OF SHORT COURSES 
2 1 5. (i) Aslib. Aslib has very extensive experience in this field and we ba"c 
received testimony from many directions to the importance of their courses­
very frequently the only professional training received by industrial library and 
information personnel. Aslib's Education Department, with contacts over the 
whole special library and information field, is in a particularly strong position 
for sponsoring specialised courses on such subjects as Patents, Trade literature 
or Eastern European literature, often using Aslib's members as lecturers. They 
are also well placed for organising re-training, up-dating, refresher-type courses 
and "appreciation" courses. The latter, though not intended for professional 
workers in the field of information or library work, can be of considerable 
indirect significance; they are intended to give particular groups who may have 
a responsibility for information functiens--especiatly management-an aware­
ness and appreciation of what is involved and required in producing an effective 
information service. Mention should be made, too, of Aslib's "conversion" 
courses, which aim to convert experienced scientists and other specialists into 
potential information officers. 
2 1 6. With the recent significant increase in the scale of Aslib's research activities. 
there is clearly scope for disseminating the results of new research findings 
through the medium of periodical short courses, and it is encouraging to hear 
that plans are under way for a series of integrated courses within two of Aslib's 
special fields of research interest, Mechanisation and Co-ordinate indexing. This 
type of course can be valuable in disseminating not only the results of ','Iork 
carried out by Aslib's own research department, but also that of their members. 
who may contribute to the lecturing. 
2 1 7. The dissernjnation of research findings by means of short courses is common 
practice in many scienti,fic fields, aod as the scale of research in library and 
infonnation science increases-oot only in Aslib but in the universities and 
elsewhere-such courses should, we believe, become a permanent and substantial 
element in educational provision in the science information field. 
2 1 8. Much of Aslib's activity has necessarily been concentrated in the London 
area, though it has also been active in the provinces and in Scotland. If the 
Schools of Librarianship, which are distributed over many parts of the country, 
should become active in the provision of short courses, there may well be 
possibilities for very fruitful co-operation with Aslib in the mounting of short 
courses in scientific library aod information work. The special expertise to 
which Aslib has access would often complement that of the Schools. We under­
stand that Aslib would, in principle, be in favour of such developments. Indeed. 
they have already co-operated with London Schools and, through their presen­
tation of "Wide-horizons", have established links with several others. 
219. (ii) The Schools oJ Librarianship. The Schools of Librarianship would seem 
to be obvious centres for sponsoring short courses, and several of them are 
already active in this field. The Liverpool School, in particular, has made a 
strong feature of short courses, and some of them, for example those on Library 
and information sources for management, Patents, Information work today. 
Classification and indexing for information retrieval, are in the specialised fields 
with which this report is concerned. 
220. ln addition to offering courses of specialised interest, the schools are in a 
particularly strong position for mounting the basic "professional core" types of 
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course and courses OD the national and international library and infomlation 
network, both of which are important elements in any "mature entry" type of 
qualification. 
221.  Replies to our enquiries make it  clear that the library schools are in general 
vcry willing to provide short courses. Since the pattern of the teaching year 
varies from one institution to another, it seems that the most convenient time 
for offering short courses would also vary from one school to another, so that 
there is the possibility of courses not only in different parts of the country. but 
at most times of the year. This should be of very great convenience for those 
qualifying by a "mature entry" route. From the point of view of tlte schools, 
the vacations are, of course, the best times for mounting short courses, though 
vacation time would not necessarily meet lhe needs of all who wished to attend. 
The extensi\'e ex.perience of the American library schools of summer courses, 
workshops, institutes, and the like, could be studied with considerable profit. 
One of the problems encountered is the provision of teaching staff during the 
yacation period, for this is the time when much of their research and lecture 
prepara.tion is carried out. Jt leads the American schools, amongst other things, 
to bring in staff from elsewhere-including overseas-and to pay extra salary 
to their own staff who take part in vacation courses. 
222. A similar policy might be followed in our own schools. They might also 
make summer courses the means of associating local and other practitioners 
with the work of the school; release of such people for a short or part-time 
leaching assignment is a possibility which, in view of the general shortage of 
teachers, should be pursued with the utmost vigour. 
223. (iii) Other agencies. Short courses are also organised by many other 
agencies, such as Library Association branches and sections, the Standing 
Conference of National and University Libraries (S C O N U L) and individual 
libraries. Some of our great libraries in the field of science and technology, such 
as the N.L.L. and the National Reference Library of Science and Invention, 
are obviously in a particularly strong position to offer specialised courses of 
the sort which require great strength in scientific and technological literature 
and ex.pertise in certain specialised aspects of scientific and technological library 
work. There are encouraging indications that these libraries will be prepared to 
play their part in offering relevant courses to the extent that their resources 
permit. 
PART-TIME STUDY 
224. (i) E�'ening courses. Qualification by this route has a long and honourable 
history, but post-war developments in the direction of ever-expanding facilities 
for full-time higher education have greatly reduced its significance. Evening 
study is a long, hard route and, on general educational grounds, we regard it as 
mferior and very much a Hsecond-best" to a full-time course. \Vitlt the higher 
standards towards which it is now essential to aspire, it is also likely to be far 
less practicable to achieve results by evening study than used to be the case. 
We have, too, the very strong impression that increasing mobility is making i t  
less likely that significant numbers of employees will be prepared to commit 
themselves for the long periods of time required for obtaining professional 
qualifications by the evening-class route. A further factor telling against such 
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study is that outside the Greater London area the number of potential students 
is  so thinly spread (paragraph 60) that making up classes of an acceptable w.e 
can often present a great problem. 
225. Nevertheless, we recognise that in some circumstancelt evening classes still 
have an important contribution to make; for example, they may constitute the 
only route to professional qualification open to personnel in a small unit. 
Indeed, we have received many tributes to the value of the evening classes 
conducted in the London area for the Certificate of the Institute of InfonnatioD 
Scientists, and it has been suggested to us that similar courses would also be of 
benefit outside London. 
226. It has also been suggested that many people who could not commit them­
selves for one or two evenings a week over a long period may be able to do so 
for shorter periods. such as a single term, during which they could study a 
specialised subject of interest to them or their organisation-courscs similar, 
in fact, to those mentioned under Short Courses (paragraph 209). It  should 
be kept in mind. too, that evening courses could make a useful contribution to 
the facilities available in connection with any "mature-entry" scheme that may 
be developed. 
227. Evening courses or other fonns of part-time study may also be relevant i n  
another context. Ir  the "mature-entry" route (paragraph 214) is  to be reserved 
for graduates, as we believe it should be, it means that a group remains which 
is not provided for under present circumstances. This comprises staff who for 
perfectly good and valid reasons are unable to take full-time courses, though 
they have the G.C.E. A-level and O-level qualifications required by the Library 
Association's examination system. It  is clear from numerous observations made 
to us that the general discontinuance of part-time courses for the Library 
Association's examinations has been a great blow to many individuals in this 
category, and also to many of the employing units covered by this study. It 
should be remembered, too, that in the case of the Institute of Infonnation 
Scientists' part-time Certificate course, first preference is normally given to 
graduates, so that this route to qualification is also closed to such candidates. 
\Ve believe that the provision of a suitable part-time study route to professional 
qualification for students in this category would be one of the most useful tasks 
to which a Library Association/Aslib/lnstitute of Information Scientists, etc., 
group of the sort referred to in paragraph 232 might address itself. 
228. (ii) Day-release. Day-release courses are very appropriate for the Assistant 
(technical) type of training referred to in paragraph 1 7 1 .  Again, however. the 
wide geographic dispersion of potential students outside the London area may 
create problems, though observations made to us from many quarters suggest 
the possibility of considerable latent demand for a course at this level, which 
would produce "the touch-stone of a piece of paper readily recognisable by 
personnel officers". We see the duration of such a course as one year, and the 
City and Guilds' Library Assistants' Certificate course should provide a very 
suitable framework. 
S A N D W I C H  COURSES 
229. This type of course is well known in industry and highly regarded by many 
industrial employers. It offers possibilities that should be very attractive, 
especially to those industrial employers who sometimes attribute to full-time 
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courses "lack of contact with the facts of life" . The Liverpool School of Librarian­
ship has had successful experience in offering a sandwich course for the Library 
Association's non·graduate syllabus, operated on the basis of alternate six­
month periods in college and in a library. As yet it has had no candidates who 
have been sponsored by industry, but it  reports signs of increasing industrial 
interest. They believe six·month periods to be the optimum basis for such a 
course. 
230. The Industrial Training Act offers important possibilities for developing 
courses of this and other types in the field of scientific and technological library 
and infonnation work. The Act enables employers to claim, \"ia the appropriate 
Industrial Training Boards, against time spent in approved training by workers 
they are sponsoring. I t  is clearly of the greatest importance to educational and 
training activity in our field to enlist the support of the Industrial Training 
Boards and gain their recognition for as many courses in our field as possible. 
" M I X E D "  COURSES 
23 1 .  In some continental countries-for example, Gcnnany, Czechoslovakia 
and Holland-courses arc presented which are made up of periodical fllil·timc 
attendance at an educational institution for a short period-perhaps a few days 
or a week-followed by a period of "works·based" or "home·based" private 
study. It is claimed by some that this periodical exposure to a longer period of 
full-time study is preferable to the more nonnal one day a week of day·release, 
even though the intervals between attendance at the educational institution may 
be fairly long. Contact between tutors and students could, of course, be main· 
tained by correspondence, though it must be recognised that correspondence 
procedures impose a heavy burden on teachers and are economically dubious. 
Possibilities of this sort may be well \\ orth considering, however, as offering, 
for example, a means by which married women, perhaps living in remote 
districts, may prepare themselves for careers in library and infonnation work 
when lheir families have grown up. 
COLLABORATION BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL B O D I E S  
232. (i) With an increasing variety of courses and qualifications and the involve­
ment of a wide range of educational institutions and agencies, the need to 
establish general, nationally accepted standards and to identify the relevance of 
particular courses and qualifications for particular purposes becomes increasingly 
urgent. It is therefore encouraging to know that a beginning has already been 
made in one of the areas with which we are concerned. The Department of 
Education and Science has recently set up a committee on the provision, plan­
ning and co·ordination of short courses in all aspects of librarianship and infor­
mation work and consisting of representatives of the Library Association. 
Aslib, the Institute of Infonnation Scientists, Association of British Library 
Schools and S C O N U L, together with observers from the Education Depart· 
ments. A list of short courses to be run in 1968 is  now available from O.S.T.L, 
which is providing the secretariat for the committee, and relevant extracts from 
this list are to be published in the journals of the appropriate organisations. 
(ii) This coming together accords very much with the view constantly expressed 
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to us that there should be a drawing together of library and information work 
and that national and professional needs point to integration rather than 
separation. It would be entirely in accordance with these views if this collabora· 
tion were to be extended to all aspects of activity i n  the field of professional 
education and training. 
C H A P T E R  5 
The institutions providing professional education-
THE U N IVERSITY SCHOOLS 
233. Postgraduate courses are offered at the University College London School 
of Librarianship and Archives, the University of Sheffield Postgraduate School 
of Librarianship and lnformalion Science, the Queen's University of Belfast 
School of Library Studies, the University of Strathclyde and the City University. 
The City University course leads to an M.Sc. and, with effect from 1968, the 
Sheffield course will also lead to a Master's degree. In both cases the course is 
of a full calendn.r year's duration. The other courses lead to a Diploma in 
Librarianship and last for an academic year, that is, about nine to ten months. 
234. Though all five schools welcome scientists, it is at Sheffield and City that 
the greatest emphasis has been placed on information science and scientific 
information work. The specialised course in Scientific and Industrial Information 
Work at Sheffield and City University'S M.Sc. in Information Science have both 
been accepted by the Science Research Council (S.R.C.) as qualifying for the 
tenure of their advanced COllIse studentships. 
235. I n  the 1 967/68 session nine science graduates were following City Univer­
sity's M.Sc. course, and at Sheffield 1 5  out of 3S students were science graduates 
specialising in scientific and indl.Strial infonnation work. In addition, there was 
one science graduate at the Queen's University of Belfast, two at Strathclyde 
and three at University College, London (which has just established a Dew 
course entitled Scientific and Industrial Library and Information Work). 
236. Experience at Sheffield and City Universities shows that science graduates 
arc being attracted in increasing numbers into special library and infonnation 
work, and during the last year or two one of the most gratifying results of 
pUblicity from the University of Sheffield Postgraduate School of Librarianship 
and Infonnation Science has been the increasing interest shown by university 
appointments officers in this type of work as a career for science graduates. 
There is still, nevertheless, widespread ignorance of the scope and possibilities 
of scientific and technological library and information work: extensive and 
continued publicity is called for, both at school-leaving and at university level. 
A practical point which is worth emphasising is that the starting salaries of 
graduates entering scientific information work are better than is generally 
appreciated. In 1967 £1 ,200 or £1 ,250 per annum was a very Dormal starting 
salary for those leaving the Sheffield School at the age of 22 or 23, and consider-
• A list or Schools and their addresses is provided in the Appendix. 
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ably higher levels were by no means uncommon. The long-tenn career prospects, 
however, give some cause for concern. 
237. It should, of course, be clearly understood that poor science graduates are 
no more likely to find a satisfactory refuge in scientific library and infommlion 
work than in any other career, and one of the striking features in the Sheffield 
and City University situations is that not only are science graduates coming 
forward in increasing numbers, but that they are graduates of good academic 
slanding, as Ihe figures for 1967/68 in Table 25 show. 
TABLE 25 
SHEFFIELD AND ClTY UNWERSITY Scm .. ct: INFORMATIOS STUDE,,'TS 1967/68 
City Sheffield 
Class of Degree University University Total 
Honours Class I · · I I 2 
Class 2(i) or undivided 2 4 6 10 
2(li) · · · 2 4 6 
3 · · · - I I 
General/Pass · · · 2 3 5 
Total · · · 9 I IS  24 
238. Recruitment at this level suggests that those now entering the profession 
are academically of higher standing than many of those already in it. There is 
evidence that many graduates of high calibre who in the past would automatic· 
ally have turned to postgraduate research in the fields of their first degrees are 
now preferring to carry out their postgraduate work in the field of infomlation 
studies. 
THE U N I VERSITY SETTING 
239. A university setting carries with it  certain assets and at least onc dis· 
advantage. Foremost amongst the assets are the research-orientated environment 
in which teaching is carried out and the membership of a community of scholars 
covering between them a wide range of academic disciplines. The principal 
disadvantage, at least at the present time, is the difficulty of obtaining resources 
for expanding teaching staff and student numbers, however desirable such 
expansion may be. 
240. (i) Research. It is a normal expectation-()ften a contractual obligation­
that university teachers should carry out research in addition to teaching, and 
the mutually advantageous interaction of teaching and research is an article of 
university faith to which we fully subscribe. The university schools of librarianship 
and infonnation science should be natural centres for research in their fields, 
and this has already been recognised by the award of research grants and 
contracts to some of them. An important concomitant of research activity is the 
preparation of students for research degrees : all of the university schools now 
offer facilities for obtaining higher degrees by thesis. Research degree activity is 
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still at only a very early stage. but we believe that training in research and 
research degrees shouJd become an accepted element in the general pattern of 
educational provision for scientific and technological library and information 
work, just as they are i n  other university disciplines. 
241.  In one important respect, however. there is a difference from other 
disciplines. It is normally desirable for a research student in information science 
to have had practical experience on the job between gaining his professional 
qualification and starling a research degree. For this reason, the S. R.C. Industrial 
Fellowships and Research Fellowsrups are more likely to be appropriate as a 
means of promoting research degrees than the S. R.C. research studentships which 
are the nonnal support for higher degree students in other scientific subjects. 
There are. of course. some areas of information science where practical ex· 
pcrience is not essential, to wruch this observation does not apply, but these are 
comparatively few in number. 
242. For the basic professional qualification itself, S.R.C. Advanced Course 
Studentships are of the very greatest importance and have played a major part 
in attracting good science graduates into information work. 
243. (ii) Inter-disciplinary possibililies. The second advantage of the university­
based schools-their membership of communities which cover a wide range of 
academic disciplines-offers possibilities for inter-disciplinary co-operation, at 
both formal and infonnal levels, that are of particular importance in a field 
such as infonnation science, which needs to draw on a wide range of scientific 
and other subjects. We believe, too, that the university schools have a special 
opportunity-indeed, a responsibility-for making other teaching departments 
library- and information-conscious and for engaging the interest of good under­
graduates in the possibilities of careers in library and information work. 
244. The emergence of new degree structures which encourage the introduction 
of relevant aspects of science infonnation work into the undergraduate curric­
ulum is particularly welcome. At University College London, for example, third 
year students of a new B.Sc. course may take two subjects from those offered 
by the School of Librarianship and Archives, and we understand that possibilities 
of this sort are also being explored in some of the new universities. It  is similarly 
gratifying to note that the Council of Engineering Institutions now includes 
"science infomlation" subjects in its compulsory Part 1 1  paper. The new poly­
technics should also be in a strong position to support developments of this kind 
in C.N.A.A. and other courses in scientific and technological subjects. 
245. (iii) The need for expansion. The university schools are likely to prove 
particularly attractive to good science graduates wishing to make a career in 
science information work (see Table 25). and the urgent need to attract many 
more recruits of this calibre establishes a strong case for increasing the number 
of places in the university schools. At present, the most economic and efficient 
method of doing this would be to enable the present schools to expand, if they 
so wish, rather than to create new university schools. The present schools are 
small and have quite a long way to go before they approach the sort of size at 
which full benefit is obtained from economies of scale, with a reasonable number 
of specialist staff including, for example, representatives of at least each major 
group of scientific and technological subjects. A comparatively small number of 
strong university schools is at this stage greatly to be preferred to a larger number. 
competing with one another for scarce resources of specialised staff and 
scientifically qualified students. 
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T H e  NON-UNIVERSITY SCHOOLS 
246. The 1 2  schools of this type are nearly all attached to institutions designated 
as future polytechn.ics. They have expanded very rapidly in recent years and 
between them have more than 2,000 full-time students. Their full-time staffs arc 
large (two have more than 30, several have more than 20) and include a number 
of very experienced special librarians, though none of the latter, so far as we 
are aware, have degrees in science or technology. These schools are preparing 
students for the Library Association's examinations-a two-year full-time course 
in the case of non-graduates and a one-year postgraduate course for graduates. 
As indicated below, many of them offer combinations of subjects which provide a 
very useful course for special library work in the fields of science and technology. 
247. As the polytechnics develop, there should be most valuable opportunities 
for offering courses with a much stronger scientific content than is possible at 
present, by joining forces with the appropriate science and technology depart­
ments. This possibility should do much to encourage the promotion of C.N.A.A. 
courses, such as the onc recently accepted at Newcastle, and should facilitate 
the development of courses in information technology such as are described in 
paragraph 187. 
248. At least two schools have plans for offering flIst degree courses in associa­
tion with science departments in their local universities; trus, too, is a most 
Important and promising development. 
249. We understand that the polytechnics, while not engaging in research of 
the same type or on the same scale as the universities, will be expected to 
orientate such activity towards the special needs of the areas in \\ hieh they are 
located. For the library schools this could mean consultant and research activity 
10 association with loc31 libraries including, of course, special scientific and 
technological libraries. Such activity-which is already under way in some library 
schools-is clearly of the greatest importance both as 3 service to librarianship 
3nd the local community and as a source of strength for the teaching in these 
IOstitutions. 
250. The potential of these library schools as providers of short courses, and 
other courses, has been referred to in paragraph 2 1 9. 
T H E  LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 'S E X A M I NATIONS 
251 .  As the Library Association's Qualifications at present outnumber all others 
In our field, it seems appropriate at this point to make a close examination of 
their content. Since the Schools of Librarianship have to work to the Library 
Associ3tion's syllabuses and have never hesitated to criticise any aspects of 
them of \\ hich they dis3pproved, it was felt that their vie\\s on the 3dequacy of 
the present two-year and postgraduate syllabuses. for specialised scientific and 
technological library and infonnation work, would be of particular value. They 
can be summarised as follows. 
252. Two-year syllabus for Ilon-graduales. There was a generally e"{pressed view 
that the education of scientific and technical librarians is a specialist function 
within the general framework of education for librarianship rather than a 
separate discipline. From this standpoint, Part I of the two-year syllabus was 
felt by many to be a satisfactory basic course, though the view was expressed 
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by some schools that the break between Parts I aDd 11 was to some extent both 
artificial and undesirable. The scope of Part I is as follows: 
Four compulsory papers : I .  The library and the community. 
2. Government and control of libraries. 
3. The organisation of knowledge. 
4. Bibliographical control and service. 
253. Part I I was generally felt to offer a sufficient variety of options to produce 
a "package" highly relevant to the needs of special librarianship, if the appro­
priate subjects are chosen. These are generally considered to be adequately 
covered by the following, though some detailed criticisms were made which will 
be referred to later. One paper from List A must be taken, and one or more 





1 2  
1 3  
3 1  







Special libraries and information bureaux. 
Theory of classification. 
Theory of cataloguing. 
Practical classification and cataloguing. 
Handling and dissemination of information. 
Bibliography and librarianship of mechanical engineering. 
Bibliography and librarianship of civil engineering, building and 
mining engineering. 
Bibliography and librariansh.ip of electrical engineering. 
Bibliography and librarianship of chemistry and chemical tech­
nology. 
Bibliography and librarianship of natural history and biological 
SCiences. 
Bibliography and librarianship of medicine. 
Bibliography and librarianship of science and technology. 
254. Two of the larger schools commented on thc complete absence of scientific 
"subject" content in the syllabus. This limitation is realistic in view of the smaU 
amount of scientific background likely to be possessed by most candidates. The 
very wide scope of B3 l ,  Handling and dissemination of information, was 
criticised by a number of schools and the view was expressed that there was 
enough in it for two or even three papers. The classification and cataloguing 
group, BI I - l 3, came in for criticism too, on grounds both of content-too 
traditional-and of the fragmentation and artificiality involved in separating 
them from B3 J .  There was general dissatisfaction with the narrowness of the 
List C papers, though this may be met to some extent by the introduction in 
1968 of a general paper covering the whole of Science and Tecllnology (C508). 
255. There was, however, a general feeling that this syllabus offers the possibility 
of a course which is a good preparation for special library work for students 
having no pretensions to specialised subject knowledge. Several schools referred 
to special library employers who had been "satisfied by the products of the 
course". One school-and there are undoubtedly others-does not confine 
itself to what the Library Association syllabus requires. It teaches C505-507 as 
an integrated whole because it is better taught that way, even though candidates 
are not examined in all three of these subjects. lt also requires students following 
this specialised course to study two languages-Russian and German-for 
three hours a week over the two years. On the basis of the present syllabus. it 
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seems that the schools can go some way towards producing a very useful course 
for scientific and technological library work. Given the additional freedom that 
would come with internal examining, they could obviously do much more. 
256. The feeling that this syllabus c.'tO go a long way towards meeting the needs 
of special librarianship was given practical manifestation in the suggestion 
from one school that those who have covered the appropriate "package" should 
have their A.L.A. endorsed in some way to show its bias on the side of scientific 
infonnatiml work : the plain A.L.A., they believe, conveys a misleading image 
to management and industrial librarians. Another suggestion was tllat students 
would do best to take the general Science and Technology papers in List C as 
they would not know at that stage the particular specialisation to which they 
would eventually turn; subsequently, when in post, they could take the appro­
priate List C subjects and their A.L.A. certificates could be endorsed accordingly. 
257. The postgraduate one·year syllabus. This syllabus received a fair amount of 
criticism from the schools, much of which derives from the very short period of 
time (which in tcnns of working time may be considerably less than a calendar 
year) that is available for covering a great deal of ground. The syUabus comprises 
five compulsory and two optional papers, as follows: 
Section A 






The library in society. 
The management of libraries. (ln addition to covering general 
principles of management, lhe syllabus allows for specialisation in 
special libraries and infonnation bureaux.) 
Classification and cataloguing. 
Practical classification and cataloguing. 
Subject bibliography. 
(G4 and G5 are assessed on ex.amined course work.) 
Sec/ion B Optional Papers (two to be chosen) 
The relevant papers would be two of the following: 
G 10 Indexing, abstracting and infonnation retrieval. 
G 1 7  Library services for science and technology. 
G 1 9  elc. List C papers, as detailed in the two-year syllabus, paragraph 
253. 
258. As with the two-year syllabus, there was criticism of lhe artificial separation 
of cataloguing, classification and information retrieval, and the point was also 
made that there is over-lapping beh\ een G I ,  G2 and G 1 7. The scope for effective 
treatment of the specialised management of Special Libraries and Informatjon 
Bureaux was felt to be too limited, but again this is largely a consequence of 
the limited amount of time available. 
259. As with the two-year course, we have gained the impression that the 
present syllabus gives scope for a sound course of professional education for 
special librarianship and that, given the freedom of internal examining, such a 
course could be made even Olor.e effective. Both syllabuses necessarily SLOp short 
of the specialised needs of infonnation science and technology, as they do not 





260. The following topics are singled out for special mention at this stage in 
the report, since they are believed to warrant somewhat fuller and more specific 
treatment than has been given by incidental references to them in earlier chapters. 
P R A C T I C A L  EXPERIENCE 
261 .  Our own experience and that of others has shown that students gain more 
benefit from a course if, before commencing it, they have had practical experience 
in a library or information unit. The optimum length of such experience depends 
on the time and trouble that employing units are prepared and able to take over 
their trainees. OUT own view is that ooe term in a really good practical training 
situation would be adequate for most students, and we have found that highly 
motivated graduate students can extract a great deal of benefit even from six or 
eight weeks long vacation experience in a carefully selected science information 
unit. 
262. With greatly expanding schools and a greatly expanding demand for 
practical experience placements at various stages in a student's course, even the 
largest libraries are finding it a very great burden to take trainees and give them 
the amount of senior staff time which an adequate traineeship demands. The 
situation in the small units is, of course, even more difficult. We would support 
the view put to us by a number of experienced practitioners that for a satisfactory 
long-term solution to the problem of practical experience placements it will be 
necessary to make some son of payment, directly or indirectly, to units which 
agree to take trainees. With this, of course, would go the right to expect an 
acceptable training programme and the possibility, perhaps, of designating 
certain "approved" units as training institutions, with concomitant subsidies or 
other special dispensations. 
VISITS OF OBSERVATION A N D  CONTACT W I T H  PRACTITIONERS 
263. At all levels carefully selected visits of observation to library and infor­
mation units are of the greatest possible importance, and we feel they should be 
an integral part of all courses. Similarly, great benefit derives from carefully 
phased contributions to courses from leading practitioners, brought in to give 
occasional lectures or seminars on their specialised subjects or about their 
particular institutions. From every point of view, the importance of maintaining 
close contact between academic institutions and those who employ their products 
cannot be over-emphasised. 
T H E  SUPPLY OF TEACHERS 
264. Effective teaching in any field of professional study caJls for a combination 
of successful practical experience at a senior level, academic and professional 
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qualifications and teaching ability. Individuals w!:J.o match this specification arc 
rare in any profession and, in the case of science infonnation work, the overall 
shortage of practitioners (Edwards, 1966) means tb...'\t the obvious source of 
supply is itself very limited. 
265. All library schools arc finding it difficult, sometimes virtually impossible, 
to recruit  suitably qualified staff for this area of work. Though there have been 
signs of a slight improvement in the recent past, shortage of teachers must be 
recognised as a major constmint in any programme for expanding the supply 
of qualified science information personnel. 
266. We recognise that in the same way as much effective science infonnation 
work is carried out by practitioners with no formal scientific background, so 
can a great deal of the teaching be carried out by staff who are generalists rather 
than science information specialists. Nevertheless, there is an important and 
very substantial residue which calls at least for considerable experience of special 
library or infoonation work; and for institutions with any pretensions to 
advanced work there is a relatively small but vitally important area for which 
scientifically qualified staff arc indispensable. 
267. In established scientific and other academic disciplines it is nomal for a 
proportion of the most able men and women to be attracted by the possibility 
of teaching their ,ubject in institutions of higher education. Quite commonly. 
they prepare them5elves for this by advanced study, including work for research 
degrees. As science information work becomes accepted and established. and 
facilities for research and advanced study improve, it is reasonable to expect 
that the problems of recruiting teachers will to some extent be eased in this way. 
This, however, is  a long-tenn expectation and is unlikely to affect the situation 
significantly for some years to come. 
268. In the short-term, the most fruitful approach would be a determined 
attempt to overcome the disincentives which make suitably qualified practitioners 
reluctant to leave work which they know and enjoy for \\hat is in many respects 
a new and different career. A reasonable and obvious expectation for someone 
who is contemplating a change to teacllillg is the opportunity to "try it out" 
without finally committing himself. A spell of part-time teaching, or participation 
in short courses. may go some way towards achieving this, and it is clearly in 
the interest of schools to offer suitably qualified practitioners every opportunity 
for experience of this kind and to maintain the closest possible links with special 
librarians and information workers in their areas. Quite apart from its potential 
as a stage in the recruitment of full-time staff, the employment of senior and 
experienced practitioners as part-time lecturers is, in its own right, an educational 
asset of the very greatest importance. In this context, too, it is worth emphasising 
that mobility between educational institutions and the field, in both directions. 
is a means of ensuring a flow of new ideas, both into and out of the schools. 
269. Most effective of all, probably, would be opportunities for secondment to 
teaching for fairly lengthy periods, or exchanges of staff between schools and 
operational units. The problems involved in such arrangements are considerable, 
and not the least would be the requirement that security of tenure and career 
prospects should not be prejudiced by a lengthy absence from the parent 
institution. This is obviously a very serious problem in the private industrial 
sector, and one to which we can offer no easy solution. We would only say that 
by facilitating such arrangements industrial management would be making an 
investment which in the long run would yield a rich return. 
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270. In units which rely in whole or in part on public funds, such as government 
libraries and infonnation departments, or Research Associations, many of the 
difficulties involved in exchanges or secondment from private industry should 
not be allowed to apply. It would seem to be well worthwhile exploring the 
possibilities of enabling and encouraging staff from such institutions to partici­
pate in schemes for exchanges and secondments. 
27 1 .  Salary expectations for really able practitioners in the science infonnation 
field appear to be superior to those in teaching. and it is essential that promotion 
prospects for those entering teaching shouJd not only be good but be seen to be 
good, with an appropriate allocation of senior posts to the science information 
specialists. For part-time teachers many local education authority rates of 
payment are quite inappropriate and are in need of very considerable upward 
adjustment. 
272. Finally, we would urge in the strongest possible tenns that speedy and 
effective action be taken to facilitate the transference of pension rights. A 
national scheme for this purpose is very much overdue, and here, at least, would 
appear to be one disincentive to moving into teaching which can be overcome 
by determined administrative action. 
FORE I G N  L A N G U AGES 
273. About one-haIr or the world's potentially userul scientific and technological 
literature is in languages other than English. The relative importance of the 
different languages varies from period to period and from subject to subject. 
] n the field of chemistry, for example, publications in German accounted in 1 9 1 3  
for nearly half the world's output, but Gennan now occupies only third place, 
after publications in English and Russian. ln the field of science and technology 
as a whole. English has occupied first place since at least the First World War 
and is currently being followed, in most fields. by Russian. Gennan, French and 
Japanese. It should be noted that Chinese. too, in spite of present difficulties, is 
rapidly increasing in importance and that this trend seems likely to continue. 
274. The problem of exploiting the wealth of potentially useful infonnation 
recorded in foreign languages is three-fold. First, there is the need to be able to 
find out what exists: secondly, there is the need to fUld out whether what exists 
is useful; and thirdly. the infonnation must be made available. 
275. The need for the scientist to be capable of using foreign language material 
has continually been discussed in universities, and the range of views is reflected 
by the range of practices in testing the students' competence in languages. 
Although wc would not go so far as to agree with those who would wish to make 
formal evidence of some foreign language competence a precondition to the 
award of a degree in any science. we do support the view that every scientist 
should be capable of using basic material, such as handbooks and abstracts, in 
foreign languages. There is  need for more research into the design of special 
purpose foreign language courses, and more studies of the type now being under­
taken at the University of Essex (on the teaching of Russian to physicists) should 
be initiated and supported. 
276. Science infonnation workers are required for work at four levels of foreign 
language competence: 
(i) finding out what relevant materials in foreign languages exist; 
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(ii) abstracting scientific papers; 
(iii) translating full-length scientific papers ; 
(iv) interpreting at scientific meetings. 
277. The first level is the minimum foreign language competence which should 
be achieved by science graduates (paragraph 275). We would, however, strongly 
advocate that this level should be rcached in at least two languages, preferably 
in different language groups, and including at least onc major language of science 
and technology (e.g. Russian, French or Gennan). )n the course of our enquiry 
the value of a recognition kno\\<ledge of several languages has frequently been 
represented to us, and the point has also been made that a very sound knowledge 
of one language will give the entree to others in the same group. 
278. At level two the need is for a thorough knowledge of both languages and 
relevant subjects, but not to such a high degree as at level three. 
279. At the third level the need is for a combination of considerable subject 
competence and considerable language competence, preferably in onc person. 
Such a combination is increasingly rarely to be found-a situation not un­
connected with the poor rewards offered for such skills. The tendency for 
scientists to be less t..1pable of dealing with foreign language materials was 
demonstrated by a recent enquiry which found that whilst 22·0 per cent of 
scientists aged 50 or over were fluent in French, the figure for the 30-50-year 
age group was only 7·5 per cent and that for the under-30s 6'3 per cent ; for 
Gennan the corresponding figures were 16·3 per cent, 5 · 1  per cent and 1 ·8 per 
cent (Wood, 1 967). 
280. It is expected that with the renewed closer contacts \\ ith European Economic 
Community countries increasing opportunities \\ ill  be likely to occur for under­
graduate and postgraduate science students and science infonnation workers to 
spend some time studying and working in these countries, and it is recommended 
that the development of such contacts should be explored. Such extended visits 
should be preceded by intensive language courses of at least three months' 
duration and be supplemented by brief courses (say of onc week's duration) in 
the host countries, to reinforce the foreign language learning "on the job". 
281. At level four we arc a\\are of the shortage of competent interpreters in 
science and technology and suggest that a small number of scholarships be 
created to allow outstanding translators in science and technology to be trained 
in interpreting, partly in this country and partly abroad. 
S U M M A R Y  O F  C O N C L U S I O N S  
282. The paragraphs \\hich follow draw attention i n  summary fashion to some 
of the principal conclusions which have emerged from this investigation. 
Introduction 
283. The exponential growth of scientific and technological literature (para­
graphs 1-3) brings increasing urgency to the need for greater numbers of 
librarians and information workers to control and exploit it (paragraph 4). 
284. In matters of professional education and training, though some wou.ld 
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place emphasis on the skills of the librarian and others on those of the infor· 
mation scientist, there is an overwhelming case for stressing the unity and inter· 
dependence of library and information work and the artificiality of any attempt 
at rigid separation (paragraphs 1 2, 13). 
PART I TilE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENCE INFORMATION PERSONNEL 
AND THE WORK CARRIED OUT BY THEM 
Chapter I .  Science in/ormatioll staff characteristics 
285. The O.S.T.I. Survey (Edwards, 1 966) and our own further analysis reveals 
the small proportion of science graduates (and especially "good" science 
graduates) with professional qualifications. This proportion is lower than in 
other fields or science and technology (paragraphs 2 1 -32). 
286. In the U.K. a higher proportion than in the U.S.A. of those not qualified 
in librarianship or information science are scientists or engineers rather than 
arts or social science graduates, though the proportion of the total professionally 
qualified science information workers among the graduate science information 
staff is similar in the two countries (paragraphs 33-42). 
287. There appears to have been a considerable improvement in the ratio of 
science information workers to industrial R & D personnel during the last 
decade (paragraphs 43-48). 
Chapler 2. The principal types 0/ scientific and technological libraries alld 
information ullits 
(A) The Industrial Croup 
288. Analysis of industrial science infonnation units by size shows that only 
onc-tenth have a staff greater than eight. 
289. This onc-tenth employs over 40 per cent of all the science information staff 
(paragraphs 52, 53). 
290. Science. engineering and technology graduates arc distributed in proportion 
to the size or Ihe UOIts (paragraphs 54-56). 
29 1 .  There is a relatively heavy concentration of graduate science information 
personnel in London and the South East region. For other areas to be brought 
up to the same standard considerable increases in staff would be required 
(paragraphs 59-64). 
292. TIle distribution of infonnation scientists does not appear to be strongly 
related to the size of the unit or to the area ; the distribution of chartered 
librarians is such that their proportion, relative to the total full-time information 
staff, is highest ID the smallest units and also higher outside London and the 
South East (paragraph 64). 
293. I n  the U.K.A. E.A. and the R.A.'s, which arc not too untypical or large 
industrial units, and in the C.A.B:s, personality, professional library or infor­
mation science qualifications and subject knowledge were included among the 
top four qualities and qualifications for work at all levels (paragraphs 73-76). 
294. On the matter of detailed content of courses, particular imporlance was 
attached to scientific and technical reference work. abstracting, editing and 
cataloguing and classification (paragraphs 78, 79). 
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(8) The Educatiolla' Group 
295. The Unil'ersit)' Libraries. In the university libraries increasing emphasis on 
subject specialisation and improved standards of specialised service should give 
professionally qualified science and technology graduates a satisfactory outlet 
for both their subject knowledge and their specialised professional skills 
(paragraphs 80, 83, 84, 87). 
296. The type of professional education considered most useful for science 
graduates employed i n  u niversity libraries is  a course \\ hich combines scientific 
infonnation work and traditional l ibrarianship. Amongst the specialised skills 
to which particular importance is attached arc collection building, l iterature 
searching techniques, classification for infonnation retrieval and library mechan· 
isation (paragraphs 85, 86). The need to improve and extend instruction in the 
effective use of libraries and literature receives very great stress (paragraph 89). 
297. The availability of large computers to university libraries enhances the 
value of scientific infonnation slills and ofTers important possibilities for new 
developments (paragraph 9 I). 
298. An adequate background in traditional librarianship is  also of great 
Importance, if only to ensure that science infommtion specialists are not a 
community within a community and will have adequate long-tenn career 
prospects (paragraph 92). 
299. The increasing alld highly desirable mobililY between differem Iypes of library 
ami information �I'ork \t ill be /arililored by a background nllirll rombinf!,f both 
scientific in/ormatioll alld Iradiriollal /ibrarionship skills (paragraph 92). 
300. The Technical College Libraries. In a sample of technical college libraries, 
",hich was heavily biased towards the larger units de�lgnated as polylecllllics, 
only a very small number of staff held science or technology qualifications 
(paragraph 96). 
301 .  There is a desire to extend services at present offered to college and outside 
users, i f  staff and other resources pennit (paragraph 99). 
302. There i s  already heavy emphasis on instruction of students in the use of 
libraries, and this is  ranked second to classification as a taslo.. for \\hich Chief 
Librarians would like to use science graduates (paragraphs l OO, 1 0 1 ). 
303. Book selection and l iaison \\ ilh leaching staff are also seen as important 
duties for \\hich the services of science graduates would be utilised. 
304. Forty-five per ccnt of technical college librarians favoured professional 
education of Ihe more traditional type for scicnce and technology graduates 
joining their staffs. This accords \I, i lh the public technical library response, but 
not with that of the unl\'crsities (25·5 per cent). U.K.A.E.A. (25 per cent), the 
R.A.'s ( 15  per cenl) and the CA.B.'s ( 1 2·5 per cent) (paragraph 1 02). 
305. On the matter of detailed content of courses, particular importance was 
attached to collection building, scientific and technical reference work, 
cataloguing and classification, general reference work and teaching the use of 
libraries (paragraph 103). 
306. The qualities and qualifications most prized in staff arc personality and 
professional librarianship and infomtation qualifications, followed, at some 
dIStance, by subject knowledge (paragraph 1 04). 
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307. The factors which it is belie)'ed will most influence recruiting to the incretlS­
ingly important area of technical college library work are beller salaries, improved 
status and more publicity (paragraphs 105, 1 06). 
308. A need was expressed for short courses on specific topics, but shortage of 
staff makes it difficult to release staff under present conditions (paragraph 1 08). 
(C) The Public Technical Libraries 
309. The public technical libraries provide service over a very wide range of 
levels (paragraph 1 20). with great emphasis on speed and accuracy (paragraph 
l i S). 
3 1 0. Probably 10-15 per cent of the work calls for knowledge of science or 
technology at graduate level (paragraphs 12 1-124. 1 27); the great majority of 
the work comes Ytithin the competence of a trained librarian with no fonnal 
scientific qualifications but with relevant library experience (paragraph 1 26). 
3 1 1 .  The proportion of present staff i,., public technical libraries wiIh formal 
scientific or technological qualifications is )'ery small (paragraph 1 29) and there 
is scope for a considerable increase in graduate le�'el staf  of I""S kind (paragraph 
133). 
312.  Present salary le)'els (paragraph 1 45) am/ lhe generally resuictire financial 
circumstances of public libraries are a major deterrent 10 the recruitment of staff 
�\ithformal scientific or techllological qualificatiolls. Given the staff and resources, 
there could be considerable and beneficial extensions of present services (para­
graphs 1 35-137). 
3 1 3. In the public technical libraries personality and professional qualifications 
are the qualities and qualifications to which greatest importance are attached 
(paragraph 1 3 1 ) ;  the latter being essential for long-term career prospects in the 
public library service. 
314. On the matter of \\ hether scientific information work or traditional 
librarianship should predominate in the professional education of graduates, 
opinion was equally divided. Of individual subjects, collection building, 
literature-searching techniques and classification for information retrieval 
received greatest emphasis (paragraphs I 3S-141). 
3 1 5. The grealest need ill public techllical libraries would appear to be for a 
professional education which integrates traditional librarianship alld scientific 
in/ormatioll work to Ihe greatest possible extent (paragraph 141).  
3 16. It would appear to be in the national interest to develop 'he sen'ices 0/ these 
libraries 10 a much greater extenl thall present resources permit, particularly ill 
improving and strengthening services to the small firm and industry ill gelleral 
(paragraph 143). 
P A R T  11 E D UCATION A N D  TRAINING 
Chapter 3. Categories 0/ work and lel'el and cOlllent of courses 
3 1 7. /11 science illformatioll ullits there is scope and need for four categories 0/ 
work (paragraph 1 53): 
Production 




J 1 8. Production·type activity (paragraph 1 54) is recognised as the mainstay of any 
unit. Development work should be an essential part of the acti\'ity of all but the 
smallest science information Imits (paragraphs 1 55-1 58). The larger and more 
sophisticated units should be encouraged to carry out applied research (paragraph 
1 59). Background research is pre-eminently suitable for academic institutions 
(paragraphs 160, 161) .  
3 19. We would particularly stress the imporlance of the last two categories, 
hitherto almost completely neglected. If science information work is to progress 
from the crafl to the automation le.'el, then a growing research effort wi/l need 10 
be del·eloped (paragraph 160). 
320. It is especially important that experienced and qualified science information 
Il"Orkers. both in industry and other employment. should be encouraged and enabled 
to take pori ;', research of Ihis sort (paragraph 160). 
321.  Subject knowledge and professional knowledge. Scientific or technological 
subject knowledge as such becomes important at degree level (paragraph 163). 
Professional qualifications. though not necessary for all the tasks carried out 
in science information units. are strongly advocated for all who take up this 
work as a career (paragraph 164). "Learning on the job", in general, leads to 
inbreeding and a narrowness of outlook \\ hich inhibits imagination and initiative 
(paragraph 1 66). 
Courses: cofllent and le.'els 
322. The needs of scientific and teclmological library and information work call 
essentially for fire types of course: 
I.  Assistant (technical) (paragraphs 1 71-173) 
2. Non-graduate ProfeSSional (paragraphs 1 79-1 86) 
3. Graduate Professional Information Technologist 
(paragraphs 187-192) 
4. Postgraduate Professional (paragraphs 193-199) 
5. Ad.·onced Professional (paragraphs 200-202) 
The professional 
grades 
323_ These are related. though not on a one-to-one basis, to the four categories 
of work set out above. 
324. The professional grades. The balance and relative emphasis of the elements 
which make up the professional content of the three professional grades will 
vary from one level to another and, within each level, from one course to another. 
At the present stage in the development of librarianship and infonnation science 
there is scope for many different approaches, and for some years to come this 
very diversity should be a source of strength (paragraph 1 74). 
325. The following Ihree broad areas of study are recommended as ° framework 
for course building (paragraphs 175, 1 76). 
1 .  SCientific and teclmological communities and their information and library 
needs_ 
2. The sources of i"formationfrom which the needs of scientific and leclll1ologiral 
communities may be mel. 
3. Techniques by which the needs of scielllific and technological communities 
may be met (i.e. the means by which areas 1 and 2 are brought together). 
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326. The treatment should be such as to ensure the inclusion of basic professional 
knowledge (paragraph 1 77). 
327. At  the adl'anced professional le�'el it is of the greatest importance that there 
should be opportunities/or research training and research degrees (paragraph 200) 
328. At the level of advanced research, infonnation science and technology give 
scope for and must accommodate a genuinely multi-disciplinary approach 
(paragraph 201). 
329. Science information work, as much as any D1her field of acaw't)', needs a 
means of bringing together potential leaders i" "staff-college" type situations, 
preferably together with I ... ·orkers of similar promise from fields such as scientific 
administration, research and management (paragraph 203). 
Chapter 4. Courses 
330. Full-time, full-length courses arc the quickest and most effective means of 
making a person professionally productive in the field of science information 
(paragraph 205). 
3 3 1 .  The most realistic basis for planning basic courses of professional education 
is to think in tenns of one year of full-time study for graduates and two years 
for non-graduates (paragraph 206). 
332. Short courses. No basic professional qualification will take a practitioner 
through h.is professional life without reinforcement from time to time by relevant 
specialised courses (paragraph. 207). 
333. There is a need for short courses of many types and levels, with many 
different objectives and aimed at a great variety of audiences (paragraph 209). 
334. In the industrial sector tluee weeks is the maximum period of release 
likely to be acceptable to most employers (paragraph 2 1 0). In the universit)' 
sector there should be possibilities of study leave for longer periods (paragraph 
2 1 1  ). 
335. Professional qualification by short courses. There is a very important 
category of scientifically qualified workers who move into science infonnation 
after considerable and valuable experience of research and development and 
other relevant activities. 11 is rarely reasonable or realistic to expect such people 
to undertake nonnal full-time courses of professional education, but it is in the 
interest of the workers themselves, their employers and the profession in general 
that they should be enabled to become professionally qualified. 
336. We urge the needfor a "mature entry" ,ollfe 10 professional qualificationfm 
genuinely mature entrants 0/ graduate standing ami consider the Library Associa· 
tion's proposed mature entry scheme to meet lhe great majority of our criteria. 
Such a scheme, operated under the rigorous conditions set Otll by the Librar} 
Association, would be no "soft-optioll" alld would be the means of bringing mall} 
valuable recruits ill/o pro/essional life and affairs (paragraphs 213, 214). 
337. The policy for short courses in the field of librarianship and infonnation 
work, which is being worked out at national level, is welcomed. It seems cleal 
that Aslib and the Schools of Librarianship are in a particularly strong position 
for organising and presenting short courses (paragraphs 21 5-222), and so are 
some of our great libraries, such as the N.L.L. and the National Reference 
Library for Science and Invention (paragraph 223). 
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338. Erening courst's have still a part to play itl pro riding a suitable part-lime 
route to professional qualification for stlldents whose exceptional circumstances 
preclude the normal,full-time route (paragraphs 224-227). At Assistant (technical) 
level, day-release courses also have a part to play (paragraph 228). 
339. Sandwich courses merit careful consideration, and the Industrial Training 
Act offers important possibilities of support. The support mul recognition of the 
industrial Training Boards should be sough' for as mall)' courses i'l the science 
informatiollfield as possible (paragraphs 229, 230). 
340. The needs of professional educatioll ill the science information field call for 
maximum collaboration betlt'een the Library Association, the Instilllte of Infor­
mation Scientists, Aslib, the Association of British Library Schools and other 
relevant organisations concerned with education mul training. SlIch collaboration 
could be particularly fruitful in establishing general, nationally accepted standards 
and in the accreditation of courses for particular purposes and qualificatimls 
(paragraph 232). 
Chapter 5. The institutionJ pro\'idillg professional education 
34 1 .  The Unirersity Schools. All five unhersity schools welcome science 
graduates, and at Sheffield University and City University specialised courses 
in science information work have been accepted by S. R.e. for the tenure of 
their advanced studcntships. The students on both of these courses are or 
encouragingly high academic calibre (paragraph 237). 
342. There ;s still widespread ignorance of the scope (lml possibilities of science 
information work and extensire alld comilllled pllblicit)' is called for 10 make its 
ottraCliolls more l\idely knolllJ to good graduates (paragraph 236). 
343. increased availability of s.R.c. adl'allced course studelllships for suitably 
qualified sllJdenrs \\,ould be ill the IIaliollal ,.merest. These studentships ha\e already 
played a major part in attracting good science graduates into information work 
(paragraph 242). 
344. Research and higher degree acth';ty ;s parlicularly appropriate 10 the IIlJiJ'er­
sity schools, which should be natural celllres for research ;11 their fields. Such 
activity should be extended and encouraged (paragraph 240). Maximum advantage 
should be taken of the possibilities for inter-disciplinary co-operation, which are 
also a feature of the university schools (paragraph 243). 
345. A general weakness of the ul1;rersity schools at present ;s that they are too 
small to benefil from the economies that come with a greater scale of operations. 
More professionally qualified science and technology graduates are badly neededfor 
science information U ork. it is urged that the most effecti\'e and efficient way to pro­
duce them would be to enable the present unh'ersity schools to expand, If they so 
wish. ralher than create new university schools which 1I'01lld merely add to the 
competition for scarce resources of specialised staff alld scientifically qualified 
sludems (paragraph 245). 
346. The Non-university Schools. The 1 2  non-university schools are offering, 
through the Library Association's syllabuses, combinations of subjects which 
provide very useful courses for special library work in  the fields of science and 
technology (paragraph 246). Gh'en the additional freedom that would come w;th 
internal examining, the nOIl-lm;)'ersity schools could obviollsly provide still more 
effective courses for special library work (paragraphs 255. 259). 
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347. With the emergence of polytechnics and possibilities of degree courses 
within the C.N.A.A. framework, there should be important opportunities for 
offering courses with a much stronger scientific content (paragraphs 247-249). 
Chapler 6. Special Problems 
348. Practical Experience. Students gain more benefit from a course if it is  
preceded by relevant practical experience (paragraph 261). The problem of 
'rainee placements is recognised, and it is belie�'ed that a satisfactory long-term 
solution will imlo/l'e some sorl of paymenl to units which agree 10 take 'rainees 
(paragraph 262). 
349. The Supply of Teachers, It is difficult, somelimes virtually impossible. 10 
recruit suitably qualified leachers for science information work, and a determined 
efforl ;s needed to orercome disincentires 10 moving inlo teaching (paragraphs 
264-268). 
350. Opportunities for secondmenl to and from teaching should be created, salary 
and promotion expectations should be gi\'en care/ul consideration and speedy and 
effective Qclion should be taken 10 bring about a nalional scheme/or the transference 
of pension rights (paragraphs 269-272). 
35 1 .  Movement in both directions, between educational institutions and the 
field, is of great importance in ensuring a flow of new ideas both into and out of 
the schools. 
352. Foreign Language Compete'lce. With half of the world's output of scientific 
and technological literature in languages other than English, foreign language 
competence is of great importance to scientists and science information workers 
(paragraph 273). 
353. Science infonnation workers are required for work at four levels of foreign 
language competence : 
(i) finding out what relevant materials in foreign languages exist ; 
(ii) abstracting scientific papers; 
(iii) translating full-lengLh scientific papers ;  
(iv) interpreting at scientific meetings (paragraph 276). 
354. There is need for more research into the design of special purpose foreign 
language courses (paragraph 275). 
355. At its highest levels, work with foreign language materials calls for a 
combination of considerable subject competence and considerable language 
competence, preferably in the same person. Such a combination is becoming 
increasingly rare (paragraph 279). 
356. Schemes should be dereloped for the "on-the-job" learning 0/ foreign 
languages in countries abroadfor science students and science information workers 
(paragraph 280). 
357. A small number of scholarships should be created to allow all/standing 
translators in science and technology to be trained in inlerpreting, partly in Ihis 
country and parlly abroad (paragraph 281). 
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